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Since 1983, when The National Commission on Excellence in 
Education (1984) presented its report, A Nation at Risk, educators in 
the United States have been involved in widespread reform to improve 
American public education. By 1987 the Commission reported that at 
least 40 states had increased the number of academic courses required 
for a high school diploma, 32 states had changed curriculum standards, 
and 23 states had taken steps to increase the time that students spend 
in learning. Mitchell (1986) reported a 350% increase in state 
funding of programs for gifted students since 1977, and Cross (1987) 
stated that 50 states had established 300 task forces to develop 
standards of excellence. 
This educational reform reestablished a commitment to educational 
programs for the gifted which, in turn, has prompted an extensive 
expansion of services for the gifted population in the public school 
systems. A recent survey of state efforts in gifted education showed 
that 44 of 51 states have guidelines or standards which relate to 
educational programs for gifted students (Breiter, 1989). 
Recently, the State of Iowa has joined other states in mandating 
some type of gifted education for all grade levels of gifted students. 
Funding is being made available through the Department of Education, 
and many programs are being implemented. As a result, the spotlight 
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is on a large number of teachers/coordinators who are being asked to 
address the needs of the gifted. 
Statement of the Problem 
An overwhelming number of research studies have demonstrated that 
the teacher is considered to be the single most important variable in 
determining the success of an educational approach. Newland (1962) 
stated: 
The word teacher can be taken to denote a culturally and 
professionally qualified person whose responsibility is to 
stimulate children and manipulate their environment so as to 
facilitate the learning of those children in those environments. 
He does little, if any, teaching of the children; he does a wide 
variety of things to help them in their learning. (p. 112) 
Early history indicates that the mentor, the person who taught 
the young genius, was chosen for his or her own genius or brilliant 
work in the area which the child was most interested. At the time, it 
was expected that giftedness was required to teach the gifted. In 
contemporary society, many private schools have attempted to select 
great minds to teach their very able learners; but the students 
entering our public schools unfortunately have been given the 
opportunities to learn from gifted persons only by chance. In 1983, 
the National Commission on Excellence in Education reported that too 
many teachers were from the bottom quarter of graduating high school 
and college students. However, some recent reports indicate that this 
situation is improving. 
In a report delivered at the 1987 Annual Spring Gifted Student 
Institute Conference, Judge (1987) suggested reasons explaining why 
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few of our intellectually gifted population go into teaching. He 
stated that many bright people simply do not become teachers because 
"they feel they'll be treated like puppets, will be subjected to 
constant inspection and appraisal, and will be deprived of the esteem 
which is conventionally extended to members of a profession" ( p. 7). 
He also reported that "it's hard to make teaching sufficiently 
attractive to our 'ablest' people, that is, those who are looking for 
the rewards and satisfactions of a professional career and life style" 
(p. 7). Another comment made by Judge is that teaching is held in 
relatively low esteem in the U.S. and that the career of a teacher is 
flat; the only way up is out--into administration, supervision, 
curriculum development, and teacher education. Whitmore (1980) 
paralleled Judge's belief when she commented that individuals who are 
highly creative and intellectually gifted will probably never find 
fulfillment in the teaching role, except at the university level. 
Three categories of teachers now educating our gifted have been 
identified by Whitmore (1980). She felt that not all of them fit the 
desired category of being moderately gifted intellectually and/or 
highly creative. They are (a) those who impede the gifted child's 
growth and development through the use of inappropriate curriculum and 
instruction; (b) those who do not interfere with the self-directed 
high achiever, releasing him or her to do his or her own thing, but 
who fail to provide facilitative guidance, intellectual stimulation, 
and appropriately modified curriculum to fully challenge his or her 
creative and analytical problem-solving abilities; and (c) those who 
can model intellectual pursuit and creativity, thereby maximizing the 
stimulation and guidance for the growth and development of gifted 
students. Whitmore believed that this third category happens most 
often by chance. 
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Unfortunately, many people also hold to the myth that the gifted 
will succeed whether or not a special teacher or programming exists. 
Research has shown that the gifted may indeed survive, but most will 
never reach their full potential unless a special teacher or mentor 
along the way channels them in the right direction. Cutts and 
Moseley (1957) expressed concern for the developmental handicaps that 
can occur if the education of a bright child is left to chance. The 
gifted child may be challenged only part of the time, consequently 
being allowed to stay each year far below his or her level of 
achievement. As a result, the potential abilities of the child are 
left dormant. 
In a report to the National Society for the Study of Education, 
Passow (1960) wrote that there are differences of opinion as to the 
philosophic goals, programmatic considerations, and future directions 
in the field of gifted education. However, one view remained 
constant: gifted students need some degree of expert help in 
fulfilling their superior potential (p. 27). 
The concept of hiring teachers and/or coordinators specifically 
for teaching gifted and talented learners has received increased 
emphasis during the past 5 years. Much of this push stems from the 
fact that states have begun to mandate that each of their public 
school systems maintain a gifted program, one which is differentiated 
from the regular curriculum and is offered for a specially identified 
population of gifted and talented students. 
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Iowa is one such state. Currently, it is experiencing a 
tremendous increase in the number of state gifted programs in its 
public schools. The Department of Education records show that there 
has been an increase in the number of Iowa public schools offering 
special provisions for gifted children. In 1987-1988 40% of the Iowa 
public schools offered special programs for the gifted, and in 1988-
1989 50% had gifted programs. By 1989-1990 100% of the public schools 
will have provisions of some type for gifted and talented students. 
By the beginning of the 1991 school year, all public school districts 
in the State of Iowa will offer K-12 gifted programs which meet the 
newly released state standards. Consequently, the school districts in 
Iowa must employ teachers who are qualified and willing to work with 
the gifted population. 
Current surveys show that in many districts, teachers and 
coordinators for the gifted are not being hired; instead, "they are 
being made" (Reis & Renzulli, 1988, p. 66). Many times the excellent 
classroom teacher who has no background in talented and gifted (TAG) 
education is being given the additional responsibility of coordinating 
a new gifted program within the district. This often means initiating 
the program and selecting a definition, identification model, and 
programming model. Administrators, whether they are knowledgeable or 
not in the area of gifted education, are the ones encouraging teachers 
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to accept positions which may entail coordinating, facilitating, 
teaching, counseling, and inservicing skills. Therefore, questions 
arise as to whether the most qualified teachers are being selected to 
coordinate and develop the gifted programs and whether training in the 
area of gifted education should be a prerequisite for selection of a 
TAG teacher and/or coordinator (Reis & Renzulli, 1988). 
Current literature argues that special preparation of teachers of 
the gifted is becoming increasingly necessary. Renzulli (1985) 
reported a court decision that allowed a teacher of the gifted to 
retain her position instead of being replaced by a regular classroom 
teacher with more seniority but no gifted training. Unfortunately, 
the growth in school-based services has not been accompanied by a 
similar increase in the number of preparation programs for prospective 
teachers of the gifted and talented. After surveying 160 institutions 
across the nation, Parker and Karnes (1987) reported that 101 
universities in 38 states offered master's degree programs in 
education of gifted, 20 institutions offered 6-year or educational 
specialist degrees, and 37 had one or more doctoral programs with 
majors or concentrations in education of the gifted. Only 10 states 
required teacher certification in gifted education, while 7 encouraged 
teachers of gifted to obtain special certification, 11 offered 
certification, and 11 offered endorsements. 
Currently, the State of Iowa is providing most of the training 
for working with the gifted child in the form of inservice, not 
preservice education (Breiter, 1989). Iowa officials are, however, 
considering the possibility of implementing a teaching endorsement in 
gifted education. At present, the only qualifications for a 
teacher/coordinator of gifted education in the public schools is the 
desire to want to teach gifted children and the possession of an 
elementary or secondary teaching endorsement (Jenkins-Friedman, Reis, 
& Anderson, 1984). 
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Because research shows that teachers are a primary instrument in 
helping children to succeed or grow intellectually, educators are now 
beginning to realize the need for well-qualified teachers in the area 
of gifted education. If indeed these students are unique, they are 
then deserving of a unique teacher who can promote the development of 
their highest potential. 
Need for Study 
Because of the rapid growth in the area of gifted education and 
the TAG teacher/coordinator population in Iowa during the last few 
years, a proposal for a state endorsement of teachers of the gifted 
has been initiated. However, little information on the status of 
teachers/coordinators who are currently working with gifted students 
within the state is known. Therefore, a need exists to discover the 
type of educators who are working with gifted students and creating 
differentiated programs. There also is a need to evaluate the extent 
of the teachers/coordinators' educational training, in particular, 
their background in gifted education. In addition, in order to better 
understand teachers/coordinators' perceptions toward gifted education 
in Iowa, there is a need to examine their perceptions of what is 
important concerning personal characteristics and professional 
competencies required to teach the gifted. 
Purpose of Study 
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The purpose of this study was to describe the professional status 
of gifted education teachers/coordinators currently employed in Iowa. 
Descriptive data were obtained in five general areas: current job 
description, background and training, selection of teachers, and 
perceptions of the important personal characteristics teachers of the 
gifted should possess and the professional competencies teachers 
should demonstrate before being assigned to a TAG classroom. 
In order to fulfill the purpose of this study, a questionnaire 
was designed to survey the talented and gifted contact person for each 
school district whose current gifted program is partially funded 
through the State of Iowa's Allowable Growth Funding. 
First, the survey instrument solicited demographic data 
concerning the gender, age, school district size, population center, 
years of teaching experience, and job description associated with each 
teacher/coordinator of gifted education whose program is partially 
funded by Iowa's Allowable Growth Funding. Information collected from 
the questionnaire was used to answer the following questions relating 
to the status of these Iowa public school TAG teachers: 
1. Which gender most predominantly represents the TAG 
teacher/coordinator population? 
2. In what age ranges do the TAG teachers/coordinators fall? 
3. How much overall teaching experience do TAG teachers/ 
coordinators possess and in what areas? 
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4. What are the current professional assignments held by the TAG 
teachers/coordinators? 
5. What is the ratio of gifted students per each TAG teacher/ 
coordinator? 
6. What grade levels do the TAG teachers/coordinators serve? 
7. What is the teaching experience, level of professional 
preparation, and the extent of professional preparation and training 
in gifted education? 
8. What types of graduate degrees do the TAG teachers/ 
coordinators possess? 
9. From the viewpoint of the teacher/coordinator, what is the 
perceived relative importance of the different roles that teachers/ 
coordinators of the gifted perform? 
Second, the survey instrument examined information regarding 
educational background and certification/endorsement status for Iowa's 
TAG teachers. The information collected from the questionnaire was 
used to answer the following questions concerning training of Iowa TAG 
teachers: 
1. For what grade levels and fields of study do the TAG 
teachers/coordinators hold Iowa endorsements? 
2. What is the total number of undergraduate and/or graduate 
semester hours of credit that the TAG teachers/coordinators have 
earned in gifted education? 
3. What types of graduate degrees do the TAG teachers/ 
coordinators possess? 
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4. From the viewpoint of the teacher/coordinator, how important 
is it for teachers of the gifted to earn college credits and/or a 
graduate degree in gifted education? 
5. By what method and in what areas are the TAG teachers/ 
coordinators receiving most of their inservice training and graduate 
coursework? 
The survey examined, in addition, the perceptions of 
teachers/coordinators from the State of Iowa concerning their reasons 
for seeking TAG employment and their choices for remaining within the 
field of gifted education: 
1. Why were the majority TAG teachers/coordinators appointed for 
their current positions? 
2. What types of teaching positions were held by the TAG 
teachers/coordinators prior to becoming involved with the TAG program? 
3. For what reasons did the TAG teachers/coordinators become 
involved in gifted education? 
4. For what reasons do TAG teachers/coordinators elect to remain 
with their present career choice of gifted education? 
Fourth, the survey instrument presented numerous personal 
characteristics cited in the literature that are typical for teachers 
of the gifted to possess. Information taken from the questionnaire 
was used to answer the following question regarding the importance of 
these personal characteristics for teachers of the gifted: 
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1. What was the relative importance of each identified personal 
characteristics as viewed by the TAG teachers/coordinators? 
Last, the survey instrument sought information concerning 
specific research-supported professional competencies that should be 
demonstrated by the teachers/coordinators of the gifted before 
assignment to TAG classrooms. The information taken from the 
questionnaire was used to answer the following question regarding the 
importance of these professional competency areas to Iowa TAG 
teachers: 
1. What was the relative importance of each of the designated 
competencies from the viewpoint of TAG teachers/coordinators? 
Definition of Terms 
Talented and Gifted 
For the purpose of this study, the definition of Talented and 
Gifted is that provided by the Code of Iowa (1989): 
"Gifted and Talented children" are those identified as 
possessing outstanding abilities who are capable of high 
performance. Gifted and Talented children are children who 
require appropriate instruction and educational services 
commensurate with their abilities and needs beyond those provided 
by the regular school program. 
Gifted and Talented children include those children demonstrating 
achievement or potential ability, or in any of the following 
areas or in combination: 
1. General intellectual ability 
2. Creative thinking 
3. Leadership ability 
4. Visual and performing arts 
5. Specific academic aptitude [C79, 81, 442.32] 
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Teacher/Coordinator 
For this study, the term refers to a teacher and/or coordinator 
of the gifted in an Iowa public school whose gifted program is 
partially subsidized by Allowable Growth Funding. This teacher/ 
coordinator is considered the "contact" person for his or her 
district. As defined, the teacher/coordinator performs duties of 
teaching/facilitating the gifted in addition to other administrative 
duties that are attached to the job title. Examples: identification, 
programming, evaluation, supervision, and budgeting. 
Allowable Growth Funding 
Allowable Growth Funding is a financial adjustment in a 
district's per pupil cost figure for purposes of special programming. 
Personal Characteristics 
For this study, personal characteristics are defined as 13 of the 
most research-cited personality traits desirable for teachers of the 
gifted: (a) much enthusiasm; (b) high self-concept; (c) flexibility, 
openness to new ideas; (d) high general intellectual ability; (e) 
commitment to excellence, perfectionism; (f) intuition, perception; 
(g) creativity, innovation; (h) organization; (i) positive attitude 
toward gifted children; (j) own giftedness; (k) desire to learn (life-
long learner); (1) sense of humor; and (m) sensitivity toward others, 
supportiveness. The characteristics are derived from lists of 
characteristics presented in the literature by Lindsey (1980), Seeley 
(1979), and Feldhusen (1985). 
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Professional Competencies 
For this study, the term refers to 21 areas of competencies that 
teachers of the gifted should possess before being assigned to a TAG 
position as outlined by Seeley (1979) in his study: (a) student 
counseling strategies; (b) parent counseling strategies; (c) career 
education for G/T children; (d) group process skills; (e) consultation 
skills; (f) inservice skills; (g) theories of intelligence; (h) 
understanding IQ test construction; (i) analyzing IQ test protocols; 
(j) psycho-educational diagnostic skills; (k) using and interpreting 
creativity tests; (1) using and interpreting measures of self-esteem; 
(m) constructing identification formats; (n) curriculum modification 
strategies; (o) special curriculum development strategies; (p) higher 
cognitive teaching and questioning; (q) program evaluation skills; (r) 
program development skills; (s) community relations skills; (t) 
diagnostic prescriptive teaching skills; (u) media & materials 
development. 
Limitations 
The findings and conclusions of this study are subject to some 
limitations: 
1. The study is limited to responses from teachers/ coordinators 
who are currently responsible for at least one group of students 
identified as gifted, inclusive of grades K-12, in the Iowa public 
schools that have talented and gifted programs partially subsidized by 
Allowable Growth Funding. 
2. The results of the study are limited to the extent to which 
questionnaires were returned by the identified contact person for 
each school district which was surveyed. 
3. The intent of the study was to collect and organize 
information pertinent to the teachers in the State of Iowa only. 
Therefore. the generalizability of responses to teachers in other 
states is limited. 
Summary 
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This chapter summarized the current status of gifted education in 
the United States and the importance of the teacher in educational 
programs for the gifted. Because of the rapid increase in the number 
of gifted programs in Iowa and the unknown status of newly appointed 
gifted teachers in the state, the need for a descriptive study of Iowa 
teachers of the gifted was identified. Finally, the purpose of the 
study, the definitions of terms, and the limitations of this 
particular study were delineated. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The importance of teachers in the education of students is 
repeatedly stressed throughout the literature. However, recent 
legislative action concerning the quality of education for our more 
able learners has produced a new focus upon a special type of teacher, 
the teacher of gifted students. 
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a review of the 
research and literature so that the necessary characteristics of this 
special type of instructor can be determined. The following topic 
areas are discussed: (a) the role of the teacher of gifted students: 
an historical perspective, (b) common characteristics found in 
teachers of the gifted, (c) personal characteristics perceived as most 
important for teachers of the gifted to possess, (d) negative aspects 
of characteristic lists, (e) competencies and skills perceived as 
important for teachers of the gifted, (f) teacher characteristics 
observed as important by students, (g) characteristics that separate 
the regular classroom teacher from the teacher of gifted children, (h) 
effective vs. noneffective teachers of the gifted, (i) roles of the 
gifted teacher, (j) preparation for teachers of gifted students, and 
(k) selection of teachers for gifted students. 
In assembling the related literature and studies, searches of 
the Educational Research Information Center (ERIC) and Psychological 
Literature (Psych Lit) were conducted on the CD-ROM Silver-Platter 
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system available at the University of Northern Iowa Library. 
Information was retrieved from microfiche and various professional 
journals in the field of gifted education such as Gifted Child 
Quarterly, Roeper Review, and Gifted Child Today. Additional 
information was collected from journals such as Gifted Student 
Institute Quarterly, Journal of Education of the Gifted, and Gifted 
Education International through the UNI interlibrary loan service. 
Dissertation Abstracts International was also carefully examined and 
several dissertations were acquired for examination. A variety of 
professional books and textbooks aided in the review of literature. 
The Role of the Teacher of Gifted Students: 
An Historical Perspective 
Past accounts acknowledge the role of the teacher in influencing 
gifted students. In the earlier days of our educational history, 
education was primarily for the gifted; therefore, all teachers were 
in essence, teachers of the gifted. Although some of these teachers 
were very effective in helping their gifted students achieve success 
while in school, others were not. 
One of the world's greatest scientists and teachers, Linnaeus, 
said 200 years ago, "A teacher can never better distinguish his work 
than by encouraging a clever pupil, for the true discoverers are among 
them, as comets among the stars" (Cited in Cutts & Moseley, 1957, p. 
11). 
Even though little specific documentation exists to prove that 
good regular classroom teachers do not make good teachers of the 
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gifted, a considerable amount of data does support the notion that 
nothing matters in the school more than the "teacher'' (Berliner, 1979; 
Callahan, 1978; Renzulli, 1985; Sisk, 1987). 
Witty (1951) stated that, next to the parent, the teacher exerts 
the most important personal influence on the development of gifted 
children. Martinson (1972) stressed that the professional commitment 
of any educator is the full development of the abilities and talents 
of all children with whom he or she works; the teacher of gifted 
children has a responsibility unique to teachers. 
Gold (1965) felt that whatever the significance of the teacher to 
students in general, the influence of the teacher of the gifted 
students is magnified by several factors. He also stated that 
although it is difficult to maintain the viewpoint that the best 
teachers should all be assigned to the gifted, it seems logical to ask 
that the teachers who work best with the gifted be assigned to do so. 
Not only did research clearly document the historical importance 
of the teacher in the education of all children, it also emphasized 
the influential effect the teacher has in promoting the educational 
growth of gifted children. Renzulli (1968) concluded that the teacher 
was ranked as the factor most critical to the success of the gifted 
programs. He also saw the proper selection and special training of 
teachers for the gifted as salient. 
Common Characteristics Found in Teachers of the Gifted 
A ready description of the sage, mentor, schoolmaster, 
instructor, or ideal teacher has existed throughout history. Various 
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dictionary definitions describe a teacher as one who teaches or 
instructs, an instructor, a preceptor, a tutor, and one whose 
occupation is to instruct others. While the title of the person 
helping to bestow knowledge may have changed, many of the descriptors 
have not. Certain qualifications quickly come to mind: 
"intelligence, knowledge of subject matter, knowledge of pedagogy, an 
affinity for students, enthusiasm and zest for life" (Greenlaw & 
McIntosh, 1988, p. 382). These are desirable qualities for all 
teachers, but they are felt to be mandatory for teachers of the gifted 
and talented. 
Attention has been focused in education on identifying the most 
productive ways to meet children's needs. Along with it has come an 
interest in identifying those personal characteristics of teachers 
that may be associated with effective instruction (Pierson, 1985). 
However, the difficulty of linking such traits with effective 
instruction is the unlikelihood of the actual existence of teachers 
who possess all of the identified behaviors mentioned in the 
literature. The attributes most frequently cited as appropriate for 
teachers of the gifted are usually those viewed as important for any 
good teacher. However, several authorities suggested that, while 
these characteristics are present in all teachers, they perhaps should 
be common or more pronounced in the teachers of the gifted. The 
literature provided references to many specific personal and 
psychological characteristics that appear highly desirable for 
teachers of gifted. Seeley (1979) gleaned characteristics from 
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various lists which had been already created (Bishop, 1968; Davis, 
1954; Gold, 1965; Maker, 1975; Newland, 1976; Torrance, 1965; Ward, 
1961). He then synthesized the characteristics to form the following 
list: (a) mature and experienced, self-confident; (b) highly 
intelligent; (c) avocational interests that are intellectual in 
nature; (d) desire for intellectual growth, life-long learner; (e) 
favorable attitude toward gifted children; (f) well-organized, 
imaginative, flexible, enthusiastic, stimulating and creative; (g) 
possession of a sense of humor; (h) sensitive to others, less 
concerned with self, supports, respects, trusts others; (i) hard 
working, willing to devote extra time and effort to teaching; (j) 
wide background of general knowledge, specific areas of expertise; (k) 
belief in and understanding of individual differences. 
Lindsey (1980) also presented a similar list in her book but 
added two characteristics not previously mentioned: committed to 
excellence and intuitive/perceptive. Feldhusen (1985) cited 
appreciation of giftedness as being important for a teacher of the 
gifted to possess. 
Some researchers feel these characteristics are frequently 
associated with effective teachers in general and should not be viewed 
as the strict domain of educators of the gifted; most believe that 
they are especially necessary for teachers of the gifted. For many, 
however, the purpose of the list is to enhance selection of those 
teachers best suited to the task of educating the gifted along the 
dimension of personality. They also see the characteristic list as 
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providing guidelines for better understanding of the TAG teacher's own 
personality in relation to the task of educating the gifted (Pierson, 
1985). After this is accomplished, one can apply this knowledge with 
the purpose of helping gifted learners make the most of their own 
personalities, abilities, interests, and attitudes which are part of 
them. Nevertheless, an awareness of characteristics of teachers of 
the gifted is as essential as the awareness of characteristics of 
teachers in general (Alexander & Muia, 1982). 
Brandwein (1955) observed that teachers of the gifted exhibited 
some of the same characteristics as the students themselves. The 
three major characteristics were high intelligence, persistence, and 
questing. Questing was defined as "restless searching for better 
explanations than presently exist in the natural universe" (p. 63). 
It was suggested by Feldhusen (1985) that teachers of the gifted 
should possess many of the same characteristics and abilities as their 
gifted students. These similarities seem only natural if one adopts 
the belief that teachers of the gifted are indeed gifted themselves or 
that the student type and teacher type should be matched for the most 
effective learning conditions. 
Thelen (1967) emphasized the importance of compatibility of both 
student types and teacher types in schools. He further recommended 
that a teacher's group of students be composed of those students who 
have characteristics similar to their teacher. Students should work 
with a teacher who is well-suited to respond to their needs. 
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Just as the descriptive traits of gifted children which have 
appeared and reappeared in studies cannot be considered characteristic 
of all gifted children, neither can all the personal traits found in 
the literature be considered representative of the characteristics of 
each teacher of the gifted. However, the lists of characteristics 
which are repeatedly found in the literature do suggest a number of 
characteristics commonly found in teachers of the gifted. 
Personal Characteristics Perceived as Most Important for 
Teachers of the Gifted to Possess 
It is evident that research studies have produced many personal 
and psychological characteristics that "good" teachers seem to have in 
common. However, some researchers have attempted to narrow the list 
and identify only a few characteristics necessary for success as a 
teacher of the gifted. 
Maker (1975) identified two absolute necessities for teachers of 
the gifted: (a) ability to relate well to gifted students, and (b) 
openness to change. She also identified a high degree of intelligence 
and knowledge about subject matter being taught plus emotional 
maturity coupled with a strong self-concept as less important but 
desirable characteristics. Later Maker (1982) suggested the 
importance of two other personality dimensions as desirable: being 
accepting or nonjudgmental and being flexible. 
In the review of literature the concept of intelligence was 
identified as the most fundamental characteristic for teachers of the 
gifted. Just how much intelligence is needed has not been definitely 
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determined. Nelson and Cleland (1975) felt that superior intelligence 
with broad, general knowledge, as well as thorough mastery of the 
subject area, was important. They supported this by the fact that it 
was difficult to "fake it with gifted kids, whose superior reasoning 
ability and questioning attitude are apt to cause some very 
uncomfortable moments for the bluffing teacher" (p. 414). A 
persistent gap between a student's need for information and guidance 
and the teacher's ability to present or direct students also can be 
discouraging. 
Gifted students can gain a great deal from teachers who possess 
the same high intellectual ability (Ward, 1961). Newland (1976) 
suggested that the elementary teacher of gifted students should be in 
the top 10% of the range of intelligence of the adult population, 
while the junior high or high school gifted teacher should be in the 
top 5%. Bishop (1968) concluded in his study that teachers of the 
gifted were most successful when they ranked in the top 3% of the 
population in terms of intelligence, and the students of these 
teachers preferred them to teachers with lower intelligence. 
Opponents to these theories, such as Sandberg (cited in Maker, 
1975), argued that a person of high intelligence may not be suitable 
as a teacher of gifted students because he or she may not understand 
learning problems and may not be able to teach at the appropriate 
learning level. In fact, he believed that an unusual ability to teach 
is much more important for success as a teacher of the gifted than is 
unusual ability to learn in academic situations. 
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Erhardt (1964) and Suchman (1965) made no mention of superior 
intelligence in their research of desired teacher qualities. They 
felt that there is a point at which intelligence becomes a negative 
factor, especially if it inhibits communication with students at their 
level of understanding. They found that many outright geniuses have 
great difficulty in communicating with those of inferior intelligence 
or intellectual development. However, they pointed out that only the 
highly intelligent teacher may be willing to work with gifted and 
talented students. 
Most researchers felt that above-average intelligence in a 
teacher of the gifted is sufficient. As long as the TAG teacher is 
able to converse with gifted students on a level commensurate with the 
students' abilities and also is able to understand the research and 
writing being done about the gifted, above-average intelligence is 
viewed as satisfactory. It is also pointed out that being 
knowledgeable about the subject matter which is taught and having 
enough intelligence to be self-confident about one's own abilities 
does not require superior intelligence. "A teacher doesn't have to be 
highly intelligent to work effectively with gifted learners, but that 
teacher should definitely value intelligence, understand its 
implications, and know how to nurture it" (Clark, 1983, p. 371). 
A positive self-concept and high self-esteem have also been shown 
to be necessary for survival as well as for success in the gifted 
classroom. A research project, the results of which were presented at 
a conference sponsored by the American Educational Research 
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Association, conducted by Aspy (1969) found that high self-esteem of a 
teacher correlates with student success in the classroom and that no 
other factor shows such a significant correlation. At the same 
conference, Brookover (1969) commented that the teacher's attitude 
toward self and others is more important to classroom success than any 
techniques, practices, and materials. Additionally, acceptance of 
one's self makes one more accepting of others. 
Having a positive self-concept can be seen as important for all 
teachers, but it is especially vital for teachers of the gifted. Many 
times a gifted education teacher may have to say, "I don't know," to 
questions asked by bright students and must understand that there is 
nothing wrong with that. Consequently, sufficient ego strength is 
necessary to deal effectively with students who correct 
pronunciations, know more about a particular subject than the teacher, 
ridicule the teacher for a mistake, or learn faster than the teacher. 
A less secure person might become defensive, autocratic, and hostile 
(intentionally or unintentionally) toward students who are perceived 
as posing a threat to his or her stature as "leader" of the classroom 
(Brandwein, 1955; Gallagher, 1985; Maker, 1975). 
Another personal quality of the gifted teachers which was 
consistently supported by teachers, administrators, and students was 
flexibility. It was considered to be one of the most overriding 
characteristics in the development of TAG programs and defined as both 
adjusting the needs of the students at the moment and adjusting to the 
prescribed and specified curricular needs of the district. Research 
also showed that learners identified teachers who lacked flexibility 
in changing the day-to-day curriculum as being less effective than 
those who could make almost minute-to-minute changes. 
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The most recent research studies and literature show that the 
personal trait, appreciation of giftedness, is seen as distinctly 
important for teachers of the gifted to possess. Feldhusen (1985) 
lists it as one of six most important as likewise does Maker (1975). 
When Whitlock and DuCette (1989) conducted a comparative study of 
outstanding and average teachers of the gifted, the outstanding 
teachers of gifted students ranked liking children who are gifted and 
being an advocate for gifted programs as numbers 1 and 3 in 
importance, respectively. 
Finally, the possession of giftedness in teachers of the gifted 
was debated heavily in the literature. The most popular response was 
~; it was also the response most resisted socially. Whitmore 
(1980), a strong advocate of TAG teacher giftedness, posed two 
questions: 
1. How can the teacher stimulate the creative abilities of 
gifted students if he or she has very little creative inclination, is 
a convergent thinker, and is structured and ritualistic in his or her 
teaching rather than flexible and creative? 
2. How can a teacher nurture the development of advanced mental 
abilities--analysis, synthesis, evaluation, and application--in gifted 
students if he or she is not able to function competently and 
comfortably at these levels of thinking? (p. 401) 
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In order to facilitate the development of special abilities of 
intellectually gifted children, Whitmore (1980) felt that the teacher 
also must possess an adequate amount of giftedness so that the 
appropriate learning experiences can be created and classroom events 
which promote these educational objectives can be spontaneously 
capitalized upon. 
Judge (1987) also supported the innate giftedness of teachers of 
the gifted. He stressed that gifted students need gifted teachers. 
This was viewed as especially important because Judge felt the 
teachers themselves need to be well-educated and "infectious with 
scholarly enthusiasm if the gifted are going to reach their potential" 
(p. 7). 
The possession of special personal characteristics by teachers of 
the gifted was mentioned frequently in the literature. However, a 
debate concerning the degree to which some of the characteristics 
should be present in a teacher of the gifted also was present. 
Exhibiting an adequate level of intelligence was cited as important, 
but the degree or level was argued. Additionally, some researchers 
felt it was most important to value intelligence. Strong self-
concept, flexibility, appreciation of giftedness in students, and 
personal giftedness also appeared in the literature as characteristics 
highly important for teachers of the gifted to possess. Alexandria 
and Muia (1982), along with other researchers, indicated, however, 
that becoming a successful teacher of the gifted may require more than 
mere possession of these characteristics. 
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Negative Aspects of Characteristic Lists 
Though certain characteristics seem to be common to talented and 
gifted teachers, it appears quite obvious from the literature that 
little if any well-founded research has been completed to document 
what those characteristics should be. During the last 10 years, there 
has been considerable debate concerning teacher characteristics, 
especially in reference to teachers of the gifted. The research 
results, in reality, seem to identify traits that would be 
characteristics of any good classroom teacher. Gallagher (1985) 
stated: 
One of the favorite pastimes of some educators is to set down 
long lists of desirable characteristics of teachers of the 
gifted. These lists have a rather paralyzing effect. A casual 
reading of them can give the impression that no human being can 
live up to such a set of characteristics. (p. 383) 
He felt that anyone who could actually identify with those 
particular lists must have very few self-doubts because the list omits 
"complete ignorance of practical economics. Anyone with an abundance 
of the listed qualities should be able to achieve a position at the 
highest executive or professional level of our society" (p. 384). The 
listing of needed characteristics for gifted teachers is the most 
unsupported issue in gifted education research and, unfortunately, is 
sometimes reflective of only the opinions of the authors (Khatena, 
1978). 
Fleming and Takacs (1983) felt that such general lists don't 
serve to differentiate the teacher of the gifted and talented from the 
good teacher of all children. Gold (1965) stated that "since a 
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teacher in general must be a paragon of pedagogical virtues, the 
teacher prescribed for the gifted by various authorities, pupils, and 
parents, turns out to be a paragon of paragons" (p. 415). 
Tuttle and Becker (1980) referred to the characteristics as 
"laundry lists" and said that they were "often based more on intuition 
than research" (p. 59). They felt that there was "little empirical 
evidence that teachers possess these characteristics" (p. 59). In 
fact, there was evidence that some successful teachers of the gifted 
did not have these traits. "Most would be valuable characteristics 
for any teacher" (p. 62). Furthermore, research into the 
characteristics of teachers of the gifted is hampered by the small 
pool of such teachers available in most districts and the wide variety 
of program prototypes offered (Ferrell, Kress, & Croft, 1988). 
Alexander and Muia (1982) listed three negative aspects of the 
lists. First, they agreed that it was a ridiculous notion that 
teachers could measure up completely to the qualities identified. 
Second, they feared that the characteristics checklists could be 
inappropriately used for assessing teacher effectiveness. Two related 
points they made were (a) not to include/exclude teachers because of 
the list because of its high subjectivity and (b) to view the 
characteristics list as a guideline by which teachers can enter into 
the self-evaluation process for purposes of learning more about 
themselves and identifying specific goals for future improvement. A 
final negative point they stressed was that the checklists tend to 
portray the characteristics as one-dimensional, overlooking the fact 
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that teachers must operate within ever-changing context of classroom, 
school, and society. "No trait shown by research is set" (Alexandria 
& Muia, 1982, p. 205). Bloom (1980) summed up the research on this 
topic, 
It may be concluded that the characteristics of teachers have 
little to do with the learning of their students, and even if 
they did show higher relations, most of the characteristics of 
teachers studied so far are static variables which are not 
directly alterable by inservice or other teacher training 
programs. (p. 25) 
Gallagher (1985) further summarized Bloom's point by stating that we 
should focus upon those characteristics that can be modified or 
changed through training. 
Competencies and Skills Perceived as Important 
For Teachers of the Gifted 
In addition to identifying the personal-psychological 
characteristics of effective teachers, there also has been a great 
deal of attention given to the identification of qualities, skills, 
and attitudes that characterize competent instruction. This has 
become especially important in the field of gifted education, as there 
is a rise of genuine concern for accurate identification of the 
qualities and competencies of teachers that will enable gifted 
learners to reach their potentials. 
Nelson and Cleland (1975) felt that the teacher is the key to 
effective learning in all educational programs, and the way in which 
he or she proceeds is more important than the materials or specific 
methods utilized. They stated: 
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The teacher is the master who sets the environment which inspires 
rather than destroys self-confidence; encourages rather than 
suppresses interests; develops rather than neglects abilities; 
fosters rather than banishes creativity; stimulates rather than 
discourages critical thinking; and facilitates rather than 
frustrates achievement. (p. 413) 
Research identified certain behavior competencies as being 
effective for meeting the needs of the gifted. Most often these 
competencies were considered gifted education program exit criteria 
(Alexander & Muia, 1982; Lindsey, 1980; Schnur, 1980; Sisk, 1987). 
Two groupings of competencies and skills were provided by Lindsey 
(1980). The first one was designated as "Personal-Professional 
Predisposition Skills" for the development of giftedness in general. 
The skills listed for enhancing the development of giftedness in 
general follow: (a) to guide rather than to coerce or pressure; (b) 
to be democratic rather than autocratic; (c) to focus on process as 
well as product; (d) to be innovative and experimental rather than 
conforming; (e) to be problem-solving procedures rather than jump to 
unfounded conclusions; and (f) to seek involvement of others in 
discovery rather than give out answers (p. 13-14). 
The second group was identified as teaching behaviors found 
important for developing specific types of giftedness: (a) develops a 
flexible, individual program; (b) creates a warm, safe, and permissive 
atmosphere; (c) provides feedback; (d) uses varied strategies; (e) 
respects personal self-images and enhances positive ones; respects 
personal values; (f) respects and develops creativity and imagination; 
(g) stimulates higher-order mental processes and divergent thinking; 
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and (h) respects individuality and personal integrity (Lindsey, 1980, 
pp. 13-14). 
Seeley (1979) conducted a national survey of teacher competencies 
needed for education of the gifted. In this study a questionnaire was 
sent to universities, principals, and teachers who were involved with 
gifted education. A list of 21 competency areas was developed from 
the Gifted and Talented Teacher Education program at the University of 
Denver and from the training programs of the National/State Leadership 
Training Institute for Gifted and Talented. University officials, 
principals, and teachers involved with gifted education placed the 
following five competencies as highest in importance: (a) higher 
cognitive teaching and questioning, (b) curriculum modification 
strategies, (c) special curriculum development strategies, (d) 
diagnostic-prescriptive teaching skills, and (e) student counseling 
strategies. TAG teachers rated the first four competencies the same 
as the entire group average, but as a distinct group, they rated the 
importance of community relation skills above student counseling 
strategies. Seeley also found agreement among all categories of 
respondents in that teachers of the gifted should hold a master's 
degree in the field, possess experience in the regular classroom, 
utilize a variety of special competencies for teaching gifted 
children. The original 21 competencies are: (a) student counseling 
strategies; (b) parent counseling strategies; (c) career education for 
gifted and talented students; (d) group process skills; (e) 
consultation skills; (f) inservice training skills; (g) theories of 
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intelligence; (h) understanding IQ test protocols; (i) analyzing IQ 
test construction; (j) psycho-educational diagnostic skills; (k) using 
and interpreting creativity tests; (1) using and interpreting measures 
of self-esteem; (m) constructing identification formats; (n) 
curriculum modification strategies; (o) special curriculum development 
strategies; (p) higher cognitive teaching cmd questioning; (q) program 
evaluation skills; (r) program development: skills; (s) media and 
materials development; (t) community relations skills; and (u) 
diagnostic prescriptive teaching skills (Seeley, 1979, p. 10). 
Marshall (1982) added knowledge of child development skills to 
the competency list. She believed this to be especially important in 
light of the expansion of gifted programs for kindergarten through 
second gr;:11le. Another skill area that just recently has been 
identified as necessary by teachers of gifted students is a basic 
understanding of computer technology (microcomputer) and its 
application to the classroom. This could be viewed as a function of 
current technology (Ingram & Todd, 1983). 
The research also supported the concept that specific 
competencies are needed which are related to a specific type of 
giftedness--intellectual, leadership, artistic--in which the knowledge 
skills and attitudes are important for facilitating the development of 
giftedness in general and then of a particular sort (Lindsey, 1980). 
Teacher Characteristics Observed as Important by Students 
Many of the research studies completed within the last 10 years 
have concerned themselves with examining student perceptions of 
important teacher characteristics. Some have asked students to 
identify characteristics they deem important for teachers of the 
gifted to possess, while others have simply asked students to 
prioritize research-based characteristics of teachers of the gifted. 
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In a study conducted by Maddux, Lachmann, and Cummings (1985), an 
instrument was administered to 98 gifted junior high school students 
who judged the importance of selected teacher characteristics in three 
domains: personal-social, cognitive, and classroom management. These 
children who were identified as having high intelligence quotients 
(IQ) were found to prefer personal-social characteristics over 
cognitive or classroom management characteristics. Two interaction 
findings resulted in females valuing personal-social characteristics 
more than males and higher IQ gifted children valuing cognitive 
characteristics more than the lower IQ children. In the conclusion, 
Maddux pointed out that the students had placed high value on 
characteristics from all three categories, but the highest value on 
personal-social. The top three characteristics in each category were 
(a) personal/social, which includes the traits of friendly, confidence 
in students, and sense of humor; (b) cognitive, which includes the 
traits of knowledgeable in the subject taught, imaginative, and 
teaches useful information; and (c) classroom management, which 
includes traits such as allowing open class discussion, treating 
students as adults, and organizing of teaching. 
This study was compared to one done by Milgram (1979) in Israel 
using the SPOT (Student Perception of Teachers) instrument. She found 
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that students valued teacher intelligence more than personal-social or 
creative characteristics. However, the findings displayed agreement 
on the relative importance of both cognitive and personal-social 
characteristics. Milgram viewed these results as evidence of a 
probable discrepancy between the beliefs of what children and adult 
educators constitute as the most important characteristic of effective 
classroom teaching. 
In a study done by Davis (1954), 60 students in a secondary 
gifted program rank ordered a list of characteristics and then added 
ones they felt important but were absent from the list. The 
characteristic they ranked the highest was one that they added 
themselves: competency and an interest in learning. The other top 10 
characteristics are listed below in rank order: (a) competency and an 
interest in learning; (b) unusual proficiency in teaching a particular 
subject; (c) cooperative democratic attitude; (d) wide interests; 
(e) use of recognition and praise; (f) flexibility; (g) fairness and 
impartiality; (h) sense of humor; (i) interest in people's problems; 
(j) pleasing personal appearance and manner (pp. 221-224). 
Johnson (1976) asked 1800 students, ages 5 to 18 years old, in 
the Philadelphia area to answer two sets of questions. One asked what 
made a teacher good and what teachers did to help them learn; the 
other questioned what teachers did that made it difficult to learn. 
No matter the age, socioeconomic status, or ability level, the 
students pointed to nearly the same teacher behaviors as those in 
Maddux's study. The qualities identified as ones which helped 
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students learn were (a) teachers of the gifted paying attention to 
their students' needs and listening to them, (b) understanding their 
problems, (c) communicating effectively, (d) sharing their successes, 
(e) making them feel important, (f) treating them openly and fairly 
and with respect, (g) displaying a humorous and pleasant nature, and 
(h) being real and authentic. Similar to Maddux's study, the 
affective qualities were more important to these students than the 
cognitive traits; and the personal, human qualities of the teacher 
were of more concern to them than the methods, materials, and 
curriculum used. 
Schaefer (1970) found that the creative high school girls in his 
sample specified a number of traits as indicative of outstanding 
teachers. These teachers had enthusiasm for the subject taught and 
had ability to make the subject come alive. They showed personal 
interest in the students and believed in their abilities. Sincerity 
and honesty were also demonstrated, especially in the acknowledgement 
of personal mistakes or information gaps. The outstanding gifted 
teacher was seen as a good listener who encouraged students to express 
themselves. Finally, the girls who were questioned indicated that the 
teacher should be likable, warm, kind, and concerned. 
Kathnelson and Colley (1982) surveyed gifted and highly able 
learners and asked them to record descriptions of what they felt the 
ideal teacher would be like as a teacher and a person. Items 
mentioned at least 50% of the time were someone who: (a) understands 
us, (b) has sense of humor, (c) can make learning fun, and (d) is 
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cheerful. Items mentioned at least 30% of the time but not more than 
50% of the time were someone who: (e) supports and respects us, (f) 
is intelligent, (g) is patient, (h) is firm with us, and (i) is 
flexible. 
Bryan (1963) reported on nine characteristics gifted girls rated 
as important for the teacher of gifted students. They were all 
Superior and Talented Students (STS) in project schools across the 
nation. Those responding to the survey were 3736 high school seniors 
representing 66 schools and 1790 freshmen representing 32 schools. 
The seniors rated proficiency in teaching first, followed by fairness 
and impartiality and understanding and respect for students. In 
contrast, the freshmen rated fairness and impartiality first, followed 
by proficiency in teaching and a sense of humor. 
Torrance (1965) conducted a study in which he asked gifted 
students to reflect on the teachers who made a difference in their 
lives. He found that students remembered teachers who had given them 
confidence and belief in self while at the same time helping them to 
trust their own judgment. 
Probably one of the most widely known studies was conducted by 
Bishop (1975). He reported on characteristics of high school teachers 
of the gifted as perceived by their students who were intellectually 
gifted and high-achieving. This study had particular validity because 
it involved a comparison control group of teachers who had been chosen 
at random. The purpose of his study was to determine what 
differentiated these teachers from teachers not so identified. It was 
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concluded that successful teachers of gifted were mature, experienced 
teachers and mentally superior themselves. They represented the upper 
3% relative to general population. These teachers also tended to 
pursue avocational interests which were "intellectual" in nature and 
attempted to do their best and succeed. They had decided to become 
teachers because of a desire for intellectual growth and because they 
had been advised by a teacher that they would be a good teacher. 
These teachers had more favorable attitudes towards students, were 
student-centered in teaching approach, and encouraged students to 
express opinions and take part in class. Their classroom approach was 
more systematic, orderly, and businesslike; their teaching style was 
more stimulating and imaginative. They were also supportive of 
special educational provisions for gifted students. 
Students participating in the National Student Symposium on 
Education of Gifted and Talented published a book entitled, On Being 
Gifted (Krueger, 1978). Their overall message clearly showed the 
importance of a special teacher who is well-trained in addressing the 
affective and cognitive needs of the gifted and who can help in 
developing student abilities and talents to the fullest potential. 
They identified the most effective teachers of the gifted as those who 
showed that they appreciated the students' giftedness and would 
support the gifted. Some viewed teachers as foes rather than allies 
because they felt teachers preferred to help the slower students in 
order to appear "all-powerful and all-knowing." It was felt that 
these teachers were on an "ego trip." In contrast, the educator who 
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acknowledged the gifted students' "hunger" for material was 
appreciated. A teacher who offered true learning experiences, or even 
referred them to another teacher, or introduced them to a new method 
of learning also was welcomed. In addition to having a comprehensive 
understanding of subject matter, the students emphasized that the 
teacher of gifted should be sensitive to their unique emotional needs. 
In Gifted Children Speak Out (Delisle, 1984), one of the 
questions asked of the children was "What makes a teacher a gifted 
teacher?" Eleven-year-olds and 12-year-olds from Michigan responded 
that a gifted teacher was one who understood and respected them, 
encouraged them to set and achieve high goals, plunged into 
assignments deeper than the book, and wrote compliments on their 
papers if a good job had been done. The successful teacher of the 
gifted also was portrayed as responsible, efficient, smart, loving, 
and caring. The MacArthur Fellows, as studied in Educating Able 
Learners (Cox, Daniel & Boston, 1985), expressed their feelings 
regarding significant teachers they had experienced along the way. 
Many felt their best teachers were strict and demanding, but 
supportive. These teachers allowed them to go at their own pace and 
read independently. They also were allowed to explore their own 
interests but were provided with enough structure to give good 
guidance. A common pattern seemed to describe these teachers: They 
are gifted and articulate in their own right; innovative and creative 
while very demanding of the top students. They also give guidance 
and teach with a problem-solving approach. All of the statements made 
by gifted children suggested that they truly believe there is reason 
for selecting a special teacher to instruct or facilitate them, and 
especially one who is aware of their personal/social needs. 
Characteristics that Separate the Regular Classroom 
Teacher From the Teacher of Gifted Children 
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In a study conducted by Pierson (1985) a comparison of difference 
in the number of shared characteristics for upper elementary teachers 
of the gifted and upper elementary teachers of regular students was 
completed. It was found that the teachers of the gifted were 
significantly different in that they were intellectually superior, 
more student-centered in teaching approach, more often mature and 
experienced teachers, pursued avocational interests which were 
intellectual in nature, supported special education provisions for 
gifted students, and were more often preferred to teach a class of 
exceptionally bright students. A second part of the study focused on 
upper elementary gifted teachers' self-selection. There were two 
types: those who preferred the assignment of only gifted students and 
those who did not. Of those who did not choose to teach gifted 
students exclusively, a few decided after only teaching the gifted 
that they did not enjoy working with them and opted for new 
assignments. There were two significant differences: (a) teachers who 
preferred gifted assignments possessed a higher level of trust in 
personal interactions with students, and (b) they were more likely to 
prefer exceptionally bright students. 
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In a study done by Ferrell et al., (1988), characteristics of 
teachers in a full-day program for the gifted were compared with those 
of teachers in the regular program. There was concern because it had 
been found that some of the "good" teachers assigned to a gifted 
classroom were not succeeding. Consequently, they felt that there 
must be characteristics of teachers of the gifted that were different 
from those of teachers who were commonly recognized as "good" 
teachers. They opted to use an instrument, Teacher Perceiver 
Interview, by which to measure the difference in most of the 
characteristics cited in literature. 
The study concluded that there were six themes which 
differentiated regular classroom teachers from gifted teachers: 
Focus, Gestalt, Innovation, Mission, Rapport Drive, and Investment. 
Three of these are frequently found in the literature surrounding 
gifted teachers. By Focus, it is meant that gifted teachers have 
personal role models and goals. In addition, gifted teachers see 
teaching as a life-long career while regular classroom teachers do not 
nor do they have any particular role models. Gestalt means that the 
gifted teachers are well-organized with a drive toward completing 
tasks; they possess perfectionism and high standards of achievement. 
Innovation is described as gifted teachers looking for and trying new 
or different ways to approach learning and the development of 
creativity. It also is shown by possession of more flexibility. The 
gifted teachers have a sense of Mission in that they see education as 
the foundation for all that comes later in a young person's life; they 
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want to instill the love of learning. Rapport Drive is expressed by 
gifted teachers who perceived themselves as warm and friendly, and 
working toward building positive relationships with gifted children. 
Investment means that gifted teachers are interested in the growth of 
the child and see any lack of success as their concern. 
Effective Versus Noneffective Teachers of the Gifted 
Much research supports the premise that identification and 
description of teachers who are successful in working with gifted 
students will provide reliable information which can be used as a 
basis for increased understanding of the desirable qualities for 
teachers of the gifted. These identified teachers may provide a model 
or prototype insofar as the traits and behaviors investigated by 
studies are concerned. Therefore, if it is true that learning 
emphasis and teacher roles vary in relation to the characteristics of 
the students taught, it is important to gain increased understanding 
of traits and behaviors which characterize successful teachers of the 
gifted (Bishop, 1968). 
Clark (1983) noted the difference between effective and 
ineffective teachers of the gifted. The following information is 
based on the work of Combs, Blume, Newan, & Wass (1974). Usher and 
Hanke (1971) validated this work. Effective teachers have a general 
frame of reference which emphasizes internal rather than external, 
concern for people rather than things, a desire for meaning rather 
than facts or events, concern for authenticity, immediacy in causation 
of behavior, and phenomenological or perceptual orientation rather 
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than a behavioristic one. Effective teachers have to perceive other 
people and their behavior as able rather than unable, friendly rather 
than unfriendly, worthy rather than unworthy, internally rather than 
externally motivated, dependable rather than undependable, and helpful 
rather than hindering. Effective teachers tend to perceive themselves 
as with people rather than apart from people, able rather than unable, 
dependable rather than undependable, worthy rather than unworthy, and 
wanted rather than unwanted. Effective teachers tend to perceive the 
teaching task as freeing rather than controlling, larger rather than 
smaller, revealing rather than concealing, involved rather than 
uninvolved, encouraging process rather than achieving goals. 
Another clue as to what constitutes an effective teacher of the 
gifted came from Iannon and Carline (1971). Their conclusion was that 
teachers who possess spontaneity, acceptance, creativity, and self-
realization can most effectively develop human potential. Whereas 
Anderson (1985) suggested the possession of a healthy ego, high 
quality self-confidence and stage presence were mandatory. They also 
stated that teachers should be good organizers and managers of the 
classroom as well as "manifest learners who push back the borders of 
what they know in ways that become evident to the students with whom 
they work" (p. 138). 
Jenkins-Friedman et al. (1984) compiled four general 
qualifications needed to work with gifted and talented students. The 
first one stated that teachers of the gifted should enjoy working with 
high ability students who ask challenging questions and produce 
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innovative ideas. The second qualification stated that teachers of 
the gifted should be adept at recognizing and programming for unusual 
levels of ability, for differences in learning style and mode of 
expression as well as for areas of student interest across subject 
matter areas. Being involved in creative pursuits of their own and 
regularly seeking out diverse resources was the third qualification. 
The fourth one was that they should display an advanced level of 
mastery in their teaching specialization and possess a broad 
repertoire of teaching skills and techniques. 
Because Whitlock (1988) felt that there was too little research 
that provided a clear and coherent picture of the characteristics 
possessed by teachers who have the capability to be superior teachers 
of the gifted, she developed a model depicting the characteristics 
found in outstanding teachers of the gifted. It was validated by 
using a technique developed in industry that is based on intensive 
interviewing of current job holders who have been nominated by peers 
as possessing exemplary characteristics. After interviewing 10 
outstanding and 10 average teachers of the gifted, she concluded that 
outstanding teachers of the gifted differed from average teachers of 
the gifted on several critical competencies. The outstanding gifted 
teachers were more concerned than average teachers with a good working 
knowledge of the field. They were better at anticipating and 
resolving problems and were more flexible. They recognized that one 
of their responsibilities was building support for the gifted 
education program within their building. On the other hand, the 
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outstanding teachers of the gifted were less likely than the average 
gifted teachers to consider such qualities as fairness, possessing and 
modeling a "joy of learning," and self-esteem as important 
characteristics of outstanding teachers of the gifted. 
Silverman (1980) studied teaching styles observed in master 
teachers of the gifted. She found that they did less talking and 
provided more student involvement. They tended to ask more divergent 
questions. They encouraged students to think for themselves and to 
evaluate themselves. They tried to find out what the students' 
thought processes were. Finally, she found that these teachers were 
personally involved with their students. 
Wendel and Heiser (1989) conducted an ethnographic study to 
determine which teaching characteristics demonstrated by teachers of 
junior high school gifted students were seen by students and teachers 
as most effective. They concluded that effective teachers of the 
gifted exhibit the following behaviors: demand high quality work from 
students, use a sense of humor to demonstrate caring and respect for 
students, stress students' personal involvement in learning through 
creative means, use questioning techniques that require students to 
think for themselves, and conduct stimulating discussions with probing 
questions that require deeper thought. A new dimension which resulted 
from this study and does not appear in the review of literature is the 
use of proximity behavior by effective teachers of the gifted. 
Roles of the Gifted Teacher 
Researchers have suggested other roles beside "instructor" as 
necessary for a teacher of the gifted to portray. Bryan (1963) 
suggested four categories: department head (coordinator), counselor, 
communicator, and evaluator. Other researchers added the roles of 
model and futurist. 
Coordinator/Administrator 
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Many dedicated teachers are encouraged by their administrators to 
become teachers of the gifted only to find that their job 
responsibilities include some type of building-to-building or 
districtwide coordination. This may involve writing a definition, 
selecting an identification and programming model, providing inservice 
for all administrators and classroom teachers, and traveling between 
several elementary and secondary schools (Reis & Renzulli, 1988). The 
successful gifted teacher must, therefore, have highly developed 
management skills (Story, 1985). A coordinator of gifted programs 
expects to perform all the administrative tasks when hired, but a 
part-time TAG teacher may be requested to carry out many of the 
administrative tasks due to the absence of a designated district 
coordinator for gifted education (Clark, 1983). 
Counselor 
In addition to coordinating a program for gifted students, 
teachers of the gifted may be expected to fulfill three traditional 
areas of counseling concern: (a) students' personal concerns and 
adjustment, (b) educational, and (c) career counseling. One of the 
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main purposes of counseling is to discover unique patterns of student 
characteristics--abilities, interests, values, and motives--and then 
help the students relate these characteristics to educational, career, 
and life-style opportunities. Because regular classes group students 
according to chronological age, not mental age, TAG students often 
find themselves in situations which meet neither their social nor 
their intellectual needs. Therefore, many gifted students experience 
feelings of isolation and social frustration and may develop poor 
social skills from their inability to find "true peers" with similar 
abilities, interests, and needs (Davis & Rimm, 1985). 
Silverman (1980) found support for the needed areas of counseling 
in a qualitative exploration that used observations and related 
interviews. She noticed that the master teachers of the gifted were 
personally involved with students and usually assumed the role of 
counselor. 
The Richardson Study (Cox & Daniel, 1985) showed that in most 
schools which have only part-time TAG programs or none at all, the 
regular classroom teachers assume much of the responsibility for 
meeting the affective and cognitive needs of gifted students. 
Consequently, teachers of the gifted need to have proficiency in 
counseling the unique problems associated with giftedness. 
Communicator 
Maker (1975) surveyed parents of talented and gifted children and 
found that the most overriding characteristic of the teacher was the 
skill of communication. It was felt that the teacher of gifted 
students should be able to communicate data from an educational 
assessment with parents, provide programming suggestions for use in 
the home, utilize parents as resources within the classroom, and be 
able to communicate directly with gifted students. 
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Bryan (1963) felt that it was the teachers' responsibility to 
discuss their experiences with fellow staff members, administrators, 
and parents. Written reports of counseling interviews, parent-teacher 
conferences, and interchanges of ideas among staff members are all 
considered valuable ways for a teacher of the gifted to function as a 
communicator. An all-around good public relations person is needed to 
promote the gifted program and provide inservice. 
Facilitator 
If the learning pattern followed by a gifted child is different 
from that of the average child, the teacher of the gifted must not be 
satisfied only to teach more, more rapidly, but also to teach 
differently. Maker (1975) related this idea to gifted education. 
After the students, perhaps the second most powerful element to take 
into account in the development of a gifted curriculum is the teacher 
who will be responsible for its implementation. 
Because of the need for different teaching styles, the influence 
of teacher personality on the classroom setting, the program goals and 
philosophy addressed, and the uniqueness of the gifted learners, a 
teacher of the gifted must know when to use group-directed, teacher-
directed, or self-directed procedures. The gifted teacher thus 
assumes the role of a facilitator of learning, not a director, and 
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does not allow the child be the passive receiver of knowledge. A 
review of the literature disclosed the following behaviors as those a 
teacher of the gifted may find necessary in effectively facilitating 
learning for the gifted child: (a) provide for positive and close 
physical relationships which support learning for gifted children, (b) 
use of quality and quantity of verbal interaction, (c) be flexible 
with use of time and scheduling according to the students' needs, (d) 
process-oriented rather than product-oriented with children's creative 
productivity as the ultimate goal, (e) provide or suggest appropriate 
environmental supports based upon children's independent study 
interests, and (f) display gifted behavior (Story, 1985). 
Nelson and Cleland (1975) felt that, in order to effectively 
facilitate life-long learning of the gifted child, a teacher would 
have to build learning around the child's natural curiosity by dealing 
with purposes and interests, allow the child to make his or her own 
mistakes, and to accept the consequences as long as not dangerous. An 
effective facilitator also would allow the student to engage in the 
organization and planning of activities, provide real-life experiences 
that call for the active participation of the child, and then stress 
the skills necessary for that participation. Two other important 
strategies for an effective facilitator would be to act as a resource 
for learning rather than as a dispenser of information and to resist 
temptation to impose knowledge upon child before he is ready for it. 
The facilitator of gifted children also would need to keep programs 
flexible enough to encourage exploration and invention. Last of all, 
an effective facilitator would encourage and reward initiative, 
inquisitiveness, originality, and a questioning attitude (Nelson & 
Cleland 1975). 
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Rarely does one facilitator make the difference in the 
realization of potential; but, rather, it is a network of individuals 
who influence a child's learning both positively and negatively, along 
with a good deal of chance factors. The ultimate responsibility for 
learning must rest with the child. The facilitators, however, must be 
sensitive to learning. As Piaget (cited in Seeley, 1985) stated: 
"Remember also that each time one prematurely teaches a child 
something he could have discovered for himself, that child is kept 
from inventing it, and consequently from understanding it completely" 
(p. 105). 
Many times a teacher of gifted will be asked questions for which 
he or she lacks the answers. One cannot let this high level of 
critical or creative thinking be a shock or threat. This is where the 
roles of facilitator and coordinator of curriculum come into play. 
The TAG teacher must have the abilities to help the student find the 
right answer or direct him or her to the proper personnel who are 
better equipped in the content area to answer the questions 
(Gallagher, 1985; Greenlaw & McIntosh, 1988 ). 
The TAG teacher also can be seen as a facilitator of change. As 
an agent of change, the teacher of the gifted will work at bringing 
students to the acquisition of skills and attitudes, not only to help 
them deal effectively with the present, but also to assist them in 
acquiring those abilities essential for understanding, adapting, and 
functioning effectively in the future (Maker, 1975). 
Futurist 
so 
The TAG teacher also has been referred to as a "futurist" in 
current literature. Eggers (1980) said that in many respects the 
teachers of the gifted represent the first "bona fide futurist-
educators" in America's public schools because they translate 
students' needs into meaningful programs with a futures focus by 
helping youth discover needs they didn't know existed (p. 2). He 
stated that teachers of gifted students must be caring, sensitive 
human beings; must be proactive thinkers who can discriminate between 
essential and nonessential elements so they can plan curricula to meet 
current and future needs of the TAG students; must be risk takers with 
no room for complacency, stagnation, and mediocracy; and must place 
increased emphasis on process and expose the idea that process equals 
content. 
Eggers (1980) suggested a number of practices be adopted by the 
gifted teacher to ensure the students' growth in the future. First, 
the teacher of gifted must consider what he or she is doing to help 
make the future more real for students and what he or she is doing to 
help kids cope with tomorrow today. Second, the teacher of gifted 
should be first in line to suggest that schools cease their attempts 
to "put all kids in pear tree classes when many students should be 
nurtured as plum trees" (p. 3). In other words, the educational 
program must have options; and the gifted teacher can be the one to 
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direct this. Finally, teachers of the gifted must go beyond helping 
the gifted youth survive. Cox and Kelly (1989) have suggested the 
possibility of two future roles for educators of the gifted by 2000 
A.D.: a "student curriculum broker" and a "school-community broker" 
(p. 3). The school curriculum broker would match student profiles 
with selected curricula and learning styles through a team effort of 
teachers, parents, and the students themselves. The school-community 
broker would match students with learning opportunities in the 
community at large. These include mentorships and internships that 
allow students to explore career opportunities and avocations that can 
enrich their lives so that all the intelligences can be recognized and 
nurtured. 
Evaluator 
All teachers evaluate students' progress in one way or another. 
However, Bryan (1963) pointed out that, in working with talented and 
gifted students, the instructor needs to devise specific evaluative 
methods. When teachers utilize enriched materials in their classrooms 
for TAG students, they must develop tests or evaluative instruments 
that "measure the deeper learnings presumably derived from the 
enriched classroom experience" (p. 67). Bryan also felt that teachers 
should create a list of desired outcomes and check the curricular 
activities being used to determine their effectiveness in dealing with 
TAG students. If it is suggested that existing grading systems for 
the districts be used, then the teachers must play an active role in 
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determining the effectiveness of the present systems in measuring the 
growth and progress of the talented and gifted students. 
Davis and Rimm (1985) outlined the necessity for teachers of the 
gifted to utilize specific evaulation plans of both the formative type 
(continuous feedback regarding the ongoing methods and activities), 
and the final summative type, a we-did-succeed at the end of a unit, 
semester, and year. They pointed out that traditionally the 
systematic evaluation of gifted programs by their teachers has been 
minimal. One of Davis' and Rimm's explanations for this reasoning is 
that those who created the programs assumed the programs were 
successful merely because they had been developed in good faith. 
Second, Davis and Rimm felt that it is very difficult to objectively 
measure successful teaching of gifted and talented students. Rimm 
further stated that the teacher must be knowledgeable in what he or 
she can do to make his or her program accountable. Good evaluation 
information has direct bearing on the survival and continuation of the 
gifted program, the continuation or improvement of budgetry 
allocations, and the modification and improvement of the program. The 
teacher of gifted children must take on the role of a good evaluator 
because good evaluation is the main channel for determining the most 
effective ways to enhance the education of the gifted students (Davis 
& Rimm, 1985). 
A Role Model 
A teacher of gifted students is seen as a model of qualities and 
behaviors that leaders need if gifted children are considered 
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potential leaders of tomorrow. The teachers of the gifted have both 
the obligation and the opportunity to exhibit these qualities and 
behaviors by modeling. Anderson (1985) cites integrity, authenticity, 
flexibility, deep commitment to their work life, and a zest for living 
as a few of the important ones to exhibit. 
Whitmore (1980) felt that the gifted child gained the most from 
school experiences when he or she was able to interact with a teacher 
who served as "a motivating model of a life-long learner" and modeled 
the "joy of enthusiastically learning" (p. 401). Weirner (1960) 
suggested the need of gifted teachers who are positive toward the 
program so that they can model for the students and bring out their 
true selves. He emphasized the need for promoting intelligence and 
for getting rid of the syndrome that smart isn't popular. 
Consequently, all teachers, but especially the newly appointed 
teachers of the gifted, need to be aware of the many different roles 
they might be expected to fulfill despite the basic title, teacher of 
the gifted. 
Preparation for Teachers of Gifted Students 
The current literature shows that researchers in education do not 
believe that just possessing the awareness of teacher characteristics 
and competencies and other components in gifted education is enough 
for teachers of the gifted and talented. Training for the teaching of 
gifted students is becoming a very important issue (Jenkins-Friedman 
et al., 1984; Karnes,1983; Sisk, 1987). 
Whitmore (1980) stated, "Good teachers who are unprepared to 
teach gifted students may not only be ineffective with them, but may 
also become primary contributors to the development of 
underachievement behaviors and negative attitudes" (p. 400). 
Feldhusen (1985) states: 
Just as we believe that gifted and talented youth should have a 
special and differentiated educational program, so also do we 
believe that teachers of the gifted and talented must have 
special characteristics and competencies and a differentiated 
training program to prepare them properly to serve gifted youth 
we 11 . ( p . 9 3) 
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Teaching can be viewed as a skill consisting of natural ability 
and training. Natural ability without training usually results in 
someone who is good but not great at a trade. Training without 
natural ability results in technically correct performance that lacks 
personal vibrancy. Greenlaw and McIntosh (1988) pointed out that the 
same is true for teaching: 
Natural ability must be coupled with training in order 
to bring the performance from good to great and great 
teachers are needed for the gifted .... It is ludicrous 
to expect a person with no specialized training to 
teach students who are mentally retarded, learning 
disabled, or developmentally handicapped. Likewise, 
expecting teachers to adequately serve gifted students 
without specialized training is absurd. (p. 389) 
In one of Wierner's studies (1960), teachers with no special 
preparation or background were found by researchers to be uninterested 
in or even hostile toward gifted students. On the other hand, 
teachers with experience working in special programs for, or doing 
inservice presentations about, the gifted tended to be more 
enthusiastic about them. Mertens (1983) stated: 
Irrespective of whether we are talking about training 
teachers to work with the truly gifted or training 
teachers to provide enriched programs for all students, 
there is a tremendous need in teacher training for a 
heightened focus on the academic content areas. 
Elementary teachers can't do much to provide vertical 
or horizontal enrichment if the extent of their 
knowledge is emcompassed by an elementary textbook. 
Unenriched teachers shouldn't be allowed into these 
gifted/enriched programs for children. (p. 17) 
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Johnson and Thompson (1988) contributed our nation's tardy 
response to meeting the educational needs of the gifted to the lack of 
specialists in talented and gifted education. They also identified 
the lower levels of funding expended to impact gifted education as 
another factor. 
Belcastro (1988) believed that volunteering to be a teacher of 
the gifted was not enough. He felt that the teacher of the gifted 
needed to meet a set of criteria, or the program would lack proper 
structure, planning, direction, and resources, and would not achieve 
its full potential. He also insisted that parents be polite but firm 
in demanding that the gifted programs in their schools meet the 
minimal criteria or principles. 
A study was conducted by Hanninen (1988) to determine if 
teachers with specialized training in the area of gifted education 
perceived and provided for such students differently than teachers 
without specialized training. Five scenarios, which were developed by 
the author, used available biographical data on 5 very different 
students who had been placed in gifted programs. The format of survey 
encouraged a response to an open-ended question concerning the areas 
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~~at would be developed and the strategies that would be recommended 
for use with each of the students. The data presented differences 
between the novice and expert teachers in gifted education in the 
following areas: allocation of responsibility for learning, depth of 
suggested activities, general organization schema, programming of 
academic subjects, perception of the learning environment, type of 
suggested activities, consideration given to student's expressed 
interests, and programming of nonacademic interests. Through the use 
of interviews another difference was identified. The experts desired 
more specific information about each student described in the 
scenarios in order to improve the quality of the specific 
recommendations so that each more appropriately addressed the needs of 
the gifted child; the novice did not request additional information. 
The study concluded that experts in the field of gifted education 
perceived possible solutions for providing for gifted and talented 
students in the regular classroom differently than did the novices. 
The instrument showed that there was a definite task performance 
difference between experts and two levels of novices in that the 
novices took almost four times as long during the "read time" before 
starting to write a solution statement, and the experts used almost 
twice as many words as the novice. 
Three-fourths of the educators surveyed by Seeley (1985) believed 
that all professionally trained and certified teachers should have 
exposure to education of the gifted. It should consist of a separate 
semester or quarter addressing topics in gifted education for all 
teachers, not a short unit. Seeley also felt that it was especially 
important to have at least an introductory course. 
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Pierson (1985) proposed a screening process, not to suggest that 
the interested people would be prohibited from pursuing their goals, 
but rather that they have all the necessary, available information at 
their disposal. An introductory course on gifted education should 
include information about teachers of the gifted and the 
characteristics possessed by those most satisfied with their choice. 
Feldhusen also stated that the personal characteristics of a 
teacher cannot be taught or improved during training; therefore, it 
might be preferable to screen applicants for teacher training to make 
sure that they possess appropriate personal characteristics as they 
enter training. Competency skills, on the other hand, can be taught. 
Medley (1979) stated: "It is what the teacher does, rather than what 
the teacher is that matters . what a student in preservice teacher 
education needs to learn is not what he should be but what he must do 
in order to be effective" (p. 13). 
Cross and Dobbs (1987) added support in favor of teachers of the 
gifted and talented being.adequately trained. They saw special 
preparation in gifted education as necessary so teachers of the gifted 
"can inspire today's talented and gifted students to be life-long 
learners for tomorrow's solutions" (p. 171). 
Karnes and Parker (1983) concluded that training should be at the 
graduate level, enrolling people who have already taught for 2 or more 
years and are returning to school for master's degrees or graduate 
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certification in gifted education. The training programs need to 
provide skills and sets of knowledge that will enhance the 
capabilities of the already qualified teacher to cope with gifted and 
talented youngsters. Wilson (1961) summed up the necessity of teacher 
training for teachers of the gifted. He stated: "Teacher education 
programs also must prepare new teachers to nourish the choice seed" 
(p. 385). Gifted students are the choice seed and they need and 
deserve teachers who know how to nourish them. 
Selection of Teachers for Gifted Students 
The role of the teacher of the gifted is incredibly demanding as 
can be seen in the literature presented prior to this section; 
therefore, special care must be taken in selecting the people to serve 
in this role. Recent studies make it clear that we are not applying 
the information which we currently have at our disposal in teacher 
selection and that we also need further information on teachers of 
gifted students. Educators have researched and reported their 
findings on characteristics of effective teachers of gifted since the 
1950s. In many cases the results of the research have been similar. 
However, those results have gone unheeded in teacher selection in 
numerous educational settings (Pierson, 1985). "In light of the 
current pressure for excellence in education, the concern about 
teacher qualifications and a demand for an appropriate education for 
all students, the need for placement of qualified teachers of the 
gifted is apparent" (p. 125-126). 
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Renzulli (cited in Barbe & Frierson, 1975) conducted a survey of 
21 experts in the field of gifted education in an attempt to identify 
the key features of successful programs for the gifted. According to 
the ratings of these experts, the selection and training of the 
teacher were the most important features of a successful program, 
followed by the curriculum for these students. Gallagher (1975) 
commented specifically on the critical nature of the selection of the 
teacher of gifted. Ingram and Todd (1983) suggested the following 
criteria for selection of teachers: (a) knowledge of the areas of 
giftedness as defined by United States Office of Educational 
Standards, (b) having ability to relate to those with whom they are 
going to work, and (c) having the disposition to be open to change. 
Although there was support from researchers for teachers of the 
gifted and talented being adequately trained, it was found that many 
states do not support the premise that special personal qualities and 
teacher preparation are needed to work successfully with the gifted. 
A lack of established criteria for teaching in a gifted classroom also 
prevailed throughout the literature. 
Teacher selection was very often based upon the criteria of just 
being a good regular classroom teacher. However, in a recent study 
conducted by Pierson (1985), some of the good regular classroom 
teachers selected for working with the gifted did not succeed. She 
concluded that successful teachers of the gifted exhibited certain 
characteristics which distinguished them from the group of teachers 
recognized as good regular classroom teachers but those who had not 
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succeeded in teaching the gifted. Other researchers felt that the 
description and analysis of teacher characteristics provided useful 
clues for those who were concerned with the preservice education and 
the inservice placement of teachers for gifted students (Bishop, 1968; 
Ferrell et al., 1988). 
Howell and Bressler (1988) studied teaching styles of teachers of 
the gifted by using the Silver-Hanson Inventory. They suggested that 
teaching styles could play a part in selection of the most effective 
teacher for the gifted. Correlations were significantly positive for 
the time spent with gifted students and the intutitive-feeling and 
intuitive-thinking teaching styles. Howell and Bressler inferred that 
the intuitive component may distinguish teachers who spend most of 
their time with gifted students. Intuitive teachers tend to be 
intellectually and innovatively oriented. These attributes compare 
positively with the results of learning style data regarding gifted 
students. What is not known is if the teachers working with gifted 
students adopt these characteristics from a long span of working with 
gifted students or if teachers with these characteristics derive 
satisfaction in teaching gifted students and stay in that position 
longer. 
Because both thinking and feeling were associated with teachers 
of gifted students within the intuitive dimension, it appeared from 
the literature review that the intuitive dimension had a definite 
preference over its opposite, sensing. Howell and Bressler (1988) 
felt this might indicate that teachers of the gifted need to be more 
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intellectually and conceptually oriented than affectively and 
factually oriented. 
Some of the literature suggested that prospective teachers of the 
gifted examine the historical and philosophical antecedents of 
education for the gifted and generate an awareness of their own 
philosophy regarding education for the gifted. Schnur (1979) felt 
that this was important in selection of teachers of the gifted because 
they might be faced with the responsibilities of program development 
held together with philosophy they could not support. He also felt 
that some teachers of the gifted might eventually have philosophical 
problems with the aspects of competition and partial segregation which 
could become part of some educational programming for the gifted. 
Realizing that philosophical and affective change is slow and 
difficult in adults, such a discovery might suggest that this was 
not an appropriate area to be pursued by certain 
teachers. [T]his very assumption further suggests that all 
teachers should not necessarily become teachers of the gifted. 
(p. 4) 
Personality types also could affect teacher selection. The Myers-
Briggs Type Indicator (Myers-Briggs, 1970) measures four types of 
personalities: intuitive, sensing, perceptive, and judging. The 
intuitive type has been found in a majority of samples of gifted or 
creative people. It also has been found that more elementary teachers 
are of the sensing type personality than intuitive and, unfortunately, 
it is the sensing type personality that utilizes a step-by-step 
approach which bores gifted children. A pilot study showed that the 
sensing type teachers reported disliking the qualities of the 
intuitive mind. However, research has shown that 75% of the gifted 
people sampled possess intuitive personalities. According to 
Mccaulley (cited in Maker, 1975, p. 5), it is unlikely that teachers 
who do not understand the working of the intuitive mind will be able 
to help develop intuitive children's minds to their full potentials. 
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State departments have long recognized the need for specially 
trained teachers to teach the retarded, but they have usually allowed 
anyone to teach the more able learners. Certification to teach gifted 
has seldom been requested, much less required (Ingram & Todd, 1983). 
Consequently, few schools employ special teachers for academically 
talented children. Sander (1959) stated that most of these teachers 
are selected from existing staff. Unless the school has special 
classes for academically talented children, the regular teacher will 
be teaching these children anyway. "Because of this and because few 
teachers with special preparation to teach gifted children could be 
found even if one looked for them, schools must prepare their regular 
teachers through inservice education" (Sander, 1959, p. 89) for 
meeting the needs of the gifted. Judge (1987) stated, "The teachers 
gifted students need, are the teachers all students deserve" (p. 9). 
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CHAPTER III 
METHOD AND PROCEDURES 
This chapter describes the methods and procedures used in this 
study. It contains (a) the statement of the problem, (b) a discussion 
of the population studied and the response rate, (c) the method used 
to collect data, and (d) the methods used to process and analyze the 
collected data. 
Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to describe the professional 
status of gifted education teachers/coordinators employed in the State 
of Iowa during the 1988-1989 school year. 
Population 
This study was conducted by obtaining information from a finite 
sample of 235 teachers and/or coordinators of the talented and gifted 
who are designated as each school district's "contact" person for the 
talented and gifted by the Iowa Department of Education. The 
teachers/coordinators who were surveyed are employed in Iowa public 
school districts whose gifted programs are currently being supported 
by the state's Allowable Growth Fund which is used by approximately 
50% of the districts in Iowa. It needs to be noted that this 50% 
represents well over one-half of the total TAG student population 
because most of Iowa's largest districts are partially supported by 
Allowable Growth funding. Appendix C contains a list of school 
districts to which the surveys were sent. 
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Instrument 
A mail survey questionnaire was used to obtain data for this 
particular study for several reasons. First, because the survey 
involved a statewide population in Iowa, the mail survey was a 
relatively less expensive format than the personal interview or 
telephone survey. Second, the Department of Education in Iowa 
maintains an updated computer mailing list of talented and gifted 
contact persons for each public school district who received funding 
for their gifted programs in 1988-1989; this provided an efficient 
method for locating the population being surveyed. Third, since the 
survey contained some questions, the answers to which required some 
search or personal reflection, the mail format allowed for completion 
at the convenience of the respondent. 
Because there is no formal listing of the entire population of 
teachers and/or coordinators who serve the gifted and talented in Iowa 
available, the survey was mailed to all contact persons in the area of 
gifted education. This was deemed the most feasible strategy for 
obtaining a valid sampling of the teachers/coordinators who work with 
talented and gifted children in Iowa. 
The formulation of the questionnaire and the collection of data 
involved a process which took approximately 6 months. After a review 
of the literature was complete, writing of the questionnaire 
commenced. Upon its completion, a draft of the instrument was 
informally reviewed by committee members of Iowa's CONTAG (Conference 
on Talented and Gifted) before being sent to the designated 
population. 
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The survey instrument was divided into five sections and printed 
on legal-size paper. A cover letter also was printed on legal-size 
paper which doubled as part of the mailing envelope. Prestamped, 
self-addressed envelopes were provided for its return. The final 
copies of the cover letters and questionnaire are found in Appendices 
A & B. 
Section 1, composed of 14 questions, was designed to obtain 
information concerning the gender, age, school district size, 
population center, years of teaching experience, job description, and 
different roles associated with each talented and gifted contact 
person in the school districts surveyed. In addition, the instrument 
requested the following information concerning the coordinator of 
gifted programs: teaching experience, educational level, and the 
extent of gifted education training possessed by teachers who work 
under the direction of a gifted program coordinator. A delineation of 
responsibilities of administrative duties associated with a 
coordinator of gifted education also was requested. 
Section 2, composed of six questions, was developed to determine 
educational background and the certification and/or endorsement status 
of Iowa's TAG teachers/coordinators. Certification/endorsement 
requirements are based upon the revisions of the Code of Iowa, Section 
[670], Chapter 70, as approved in 1986. 
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The purpose of Section 3, which contained three questions, was to 
survey the perceptions of Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators concerning 
teacher selection and personal involvement with gifted education. The 
questions in this section were based upon a survey conducted by 
Delisle and Govender (1988). 
Section 4 measured the perceived importance of 13 personal 
characteristics commonly possessed by teachers of the gifted through 
the use of a Likert-type scale and a rating scale. Characteristics 
used in the questionnaire were those most cited in the review of 
literature and were taken from lists compiled by Seeley (1985), 
Lindsey (1980), and Feldhusen (1985). 
Section 5 was developed to determine the relative importance of 
professional competencies that should be demonstrated by 
teachers/coordinators of the gifted before assignment to TAG 
classrooms as perceived by the surveyed population. The list of 
competencies was replicated from a study completed by Seeley (1978), 
which utilized a Likert Scale for measuring the importance of the 
designated competency areas. 
Data Collection 
On April 14th, 1989, a final copy of the questionnaire, a cover 
letter, and a prestamped and self-addressed envelope were sent by bulk 
mail from the University of Northern Iowa to the talented and gifted 
contact person in each of the 235 Iowa public school districts using 
Allowable Growth Funding for partial financing of their gifted 
programs. The initial return date was May 12, 1989, at which time 124 
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surveys had been returned (53%). A second mailing of the 
questionnaire to nonrespondents took place on May 19th, 1989. By June 
8, 1989, 159 questionnaires had been received and became the basis for 
the findings of this study. Two additional questionnaires reached the 
University after June 8, 1989, too late for inclusion. 
Data Analysis 
The replies of 159 respondents were used to summarize the 
findings. Information Systems and Computing Services, University of 
Northern Iowa, coded, key punched, and verified the data. The 
tabulated results were then organized for analysis by means of the 
SPSSX computer program on the Harris 800 computer system available at 
the Computing Center. 
The investigator also examined each returned questionnaire 
individually. It was reviewed from the viewpoint of the seven 
questions for which respondents could specify other answers and from 
the viewpoint of the six questions that could contain multiple 
answers. 
Since this survey was conducted for the purpose of making 
descriptive assertions about a specific population, the analysis of 
data involved the computation of frequency distributions and 
percentages and, on one occasion, the use of a ranking scale. The 
findings derived from an analysis of the tabulated data can be found 
in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
Introduction 
The stated purpose of this study was to describe the professional 
status of gifted education teachers/coordinators employed in the State 
of Iowa during the 1988-1989 school year. To accomplish this purpose, 
questionnaires were sent to 235 identified talented and gifted contact 
persons for Iowa public school districts receiving Allowable Growth 
Funding. These contact persons were identified by the Department of 
Education. One hundred and sixty-one questionnaires (69%) were 
completed and returned. However, two were received too late to be 
included in the final results. Therefore, the replies of 159 
respondents (67.7%) were used to summarfze the findings. 
Because of special notification from two different school 
districts responding to the survey, the total number of the population 
surveyed was revised from 235 to 233. In each of the individual 
cases, the respondent indicated that the same contact person 
(teacher/coordinator) was currently being shared by districts which 
had been identified as having separate programs according to the list 
provided by the Department of Education. Therefore, the final 
resulting return rate used in summarizing the findings was 68.2%. 
This chapter discusses the information derived from the tabulated 
data. Specifically, it provides a current profile of the status of 
teachers/coordinators in the State of Iowa who are designated as the 
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~alented and gifted contact persons for districts whose gifted 
programs are partially budgeted through Allowable Growth Funding, as 
enacted by the Iowa Legislature. For purposes of clarity, the tables 
presenting the findings have been organized into four sections. 
Section 1 contains data concerning the demography of Iowa TAG 
teachers/coordinators and selected characteristics of the school 
districts and gifted programs in which they serve. Section 2 reveals 
information concerning the educational and teaching experiences of one 
or more TAG teachers who work in districts under the direction of a 
district TAG coordinator. It also presents the administrative duties 
for which TAG teachers/coordinators are responsible. Section 3 
examines the background and preparation of Iowa TAG teachers/ 
coordinators in reference to Iowa teaching endorsements and graduate 
degrees which are held in particular fields of study and/or specific 
areas of gifted education training. Also included within this section 
are findings which show the amount and type of educational preparation 
of the surveyed Iowa TAG teacher/coordinator population. Section 4 
presents Iowa TAG teacher/coordinator perceptions concerning gifted 
education preparation, the importance of teacher roles, teacher 
characteristics, and professional competencies in gifted education. 
In addition, it examines the Iowa TAG teacher/coordinator's perceived 
reasons for being appointed as a TAG teacher/coordinator and for 
entering the field of gifted education. It also examines personal 
reasons for electing to remain in gifted education. 
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Demography and Other Related Characteristics of 
Iowa TAG Teachers/Coordinators and Their Gifted Programs 
Table 1 addresses two demographic characteristics of the Iowa 
teacher/coordinator population surveyed by gender and age. Almost 86% 
of the respondents are female and 14.5% are male. In respect to age, 
about 3% are between 20 and 25; approximately 7% are between 26 and 
29; 39% are between 30 and 39; approximately 42% are between 40 to 49; 
and 9% are listed as 50 years of age or older. 
As can be seen in Table 2, almost one-half (45.3%) of the 
population surveyed is employed by school districts with student 
enrollments of 700 and above, and approximately 55% are employed in 
districts where student enrollment is below 700 students. Only 2.5% 
of the respondents indicated they were in districts with student 
populations of 99 or less. Eighty-three percent of the population 
surveyed identified themselves as those working with gifted programs 
in rural incorporated areas. In contrast, approximately one-tenth 
(10.1%) of the surveyed TAG teachers/coordinators work in suburban 
areas and close .to 7% in urban areas. 
TAG respondents were requested to indicate their teaching 
assignments previous to assuming their TAG responsibilities. Nearly 
9% of the teachers/coordinators surveyed reported that their current 
TAG position of teacher and/or coordinator was their first teaching 
position. Seven percent of the respondents were TAG teachers in 
another school district. Close to 41% (41.2%) of the respondents 
surveyed indicated that they had taught in self-contained or 
Table 1 
Demographic Characteristics of Iowa TAG Teachers/Coordinators 
































Response to Questionnaire Item 2. 
b 
Response to Questionnaire 
Item 3. 
departmentalized elementary classrooms. A junior high/middle school 
teacher assignment was indicated by 12% of the respondents, while 9.5% 
identified themselves as having been high school teachers. In 
addition, about 5% had been media specialists, 2.5% had been employed 
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Table 2 
Characteristics of Schools Served by Iowa TAG Teachers/Coordinators 
Characteristics Number Percentage 
District Student Enrollment 
a 
(n 159) 
99 or less 4 2.5 
100-299 27 16.9 
300-499 30 18.9 
500-699 26 16.4 
700 & over 72 45.3 
District 
. b 
Location (n 159) 
Inner City 0 0.0 
Urban 11 6.9 
Suburban 16 10.1 
Rural 132 83.0 
a b 
Response to Questionnaire Item 4. Response to Questionnaire 
Item 5. 
as art teachers, 1.3% had been employed as music teachers, and 2.5% 
had been preschool teachers. Approximately 8% indicated that they had 
been Chapter 1 reading or mathematics teachers previously. Over 3% 
Table 3 
Iowa TAG Teachers/Coordinators' Previous Teaching Positions 
Previous Teaching Position 
First position 











































Note. n varies due to omission in entry data. Response to 
Questionnaire Item 9. (% is based on n = 158 for each variable.) 
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indicated that they had been only principals and had assumed the 
additional responsibilities. Another 5% had been employed in the 
special education field. Numerous other types of previous teaching 
assignments were representative of about 11% of the respondents. This 
information is presented in Table 3. 
Table 4 describes the teaching experience of Iowa 
teacher/coordinators. One to 3 years of general teaching experience 
is characteristic of 12.1 % of the population surveyed. Twenty-eight 
teacher/coordinators (17.8%) have 4 to 8 years of experience. Those 
respondents with 10 to 15 years of experience comprise almost 41% of 
the population. Nearly 24% of the teachers/coordinators, reported 16-
25 years of experience, while approximately 6% have taught 25 years or 
more. 
The years of experience as a teacher/coordinator of gifted 
education is presented in Table 4. The educators who have worked as 
TAG teachers/coordinators for 1-3 years is almost one-half (49.7%) of 
the respondents. Those with 4-6 years of employment in gifted 
education represent 30.2% of the population. Twenty-five respondents 
(15.7%) indicate that they have 7-9 years of TAG experience while only 
7 (4.4%) have taught in TAG programs for 10 or more years. 
Much diversity is found among the identified job titles of the 
responding TAG teachers/coordinators. Approximately 67% of the 
responding population are identified as coordinators of their gifted 
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Table 4 
Teaching Experience of Iowa TAG Teachers/Coordinators Surveyed 
Characteristics Number Percentage 
Years of Teaching Experiencea (n 157) 
1-3 19 12.1 
4-8 28 17.8 
10-15 64 40.8 
16-25 37 23.6 
Over 25 9 5.7 
Years of Experience a TAG Teacher/Coordinator 
b 
<n 159) as 
1-3 79 49.7 
4-6 48 30.2 
7-9 25 15.7 
10 or more 7 4.4 
n's may vary due to omission in entry data. 
a 
Response to 
Questionnaire Item 6. 
b 
Response to Questionnaire Item 7. 
programs, but only 7.0% of respondents indicate that their sole duty 
is that of TAG coordinator. The dual duties of serving as both TAG 
coordinator and TAG teacher is indicated by 38% of the respondents. 
Having the combined duties of TAG coordinator, TAG teacher, and 
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regular classroom teacher is indicated by 15.2% of the respondents. 
Nineteen (12%) of the respondents identify themselves as TAG teachers, 
and 10 of the respondents (6.3%) indicate that they are both TAG 
teacher and regular classroom teacher. Approximately 2% of the 
respondents have the combined duty of TAG coordinator, TAG teacher, 
and Chapter 1 teacher, and another 2% have the combined duty of TAG 
coordinator, TAG teacher, and art teacher. Slightly more than 3% are 
combination TAG coordinator-TAG teacher-library media specialist. 
Almost 5% are both TAG and Chapter 1 teachers, and 2.5% are both TAG 
coordinators/TAG teachers and principals. Twelve (7.6%) of the 
respondents have job title combinations other than the ones listed. 
Table 5 shows this information. 
The district employment status of Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators 
in relationship to their districtwide gifted programs is shown in 
Table 6. One hundred teachers/coordinators, or approximately 63% of 
the respondents, are employed full-time in one school district full-
time, while 24 teachers/coordinators, or approximately 15%, are 
employed in one district on a half-time basis. Approximately 10% of 
the population surveyed are shared by two districts. Four of the 
respondents (2.5%) indicated that they are employed by one district 
3/10 time (30%), and 2 of the respondents (1.3%) are employed by one 
district 2/5 time (40%). The remaining respondents (7.6%) indicate 
other types of districtwide arrangements. 
Of the responding TAG teachers/coordinators, almost 50% work in 
only one building. Twenty-six percent travel between two buildings, 
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Table 5 
Job Position Title of Iowa TAG Teachers/Coordinators 
Job Position Title Number (n 158) Percentage 
TAG Coordinator only 11 7.0 
TAG Coordinator/TAG Teacher 60 38.0 
TAG Coordinator/TAG Teacher/ 24 15.2 
Regular Teacher 
TAG Teacher 19 12.0 
TAG and Regular Teacher 10 6.3 
TAG Coordinator/TAG Teacher/ 3 1. 9 
Art Teacher 
TAG Coordinator/TAG Teacher/ 3 1. 9 
Chapter 1 
TAG Coordinator/TAG Teacher/ 5 3.2 
Library Media 
TAG Teacher and Chapter 1 7 4.4 
TAG Coordinator/ 4 2.5 
TAG Teacher/Principal 
Other 12 7.6 
Note. n varies due to omission in entry data. Response to 
Questionnaire Item 1. 
Table 6 
District Employment Status and Building Assignments of Iowa TAG 
Teachers/Coordinators 
Number Percentage 
District Employment Status (n 158) 
1 district/full-time 100 63.3 
1 district/half-time 24 15.2 
Shared by 2 districts 16 10.1 
Shared by 3 districts 0 0.0 
1 district/30% time 4 2.5 
1 district/40% time 2 l. 3 
Other 12 7.6 
Number of Buildings To Which Assigned (n 158) 
1 building 78 49.4 
2 buildings 41 26.0 
3 buildings 19 12.0 
4 buildings 13 8.2 
5 buildings 0 0.0 
6 buildings 3 l. 9 
7 buildings 4 2.5 
Note. n's vary due to omission in entry data. Response to 
Questionnaire Item 8. 
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and 12% travel among three buildings. Thirteen respondents (8.2%) 
indicate that they work in five buildings, three respondents (1.9%) in 
six buildings, and 4 respondents (2.5%) in seven buildings in order to 
fulfill their teaching/coordinating responsibilities. 
The number of students for which each TAG teacher/coordinator is 
held responsible is found in Table 7. Nearly 28% of the TAG 
teachers/coordinators surveyed are responsible for from 1 to 15 
students in their gifted programs, and 25% are responsible for from 16 
to 25 students. Thirty respondents (19.2%) work with from 26 to 35 
talented and gifted students, and 16 respondents (10.3%) work with 
from 36 to 46 students. Those TAG teachers/coordinators who are 
responsible for over 45 students represent almost 18% of the TAG 
programs surveyed. 
One hundred fifty-eight responding public schools with Allowable 
Growth Funding are currently offering gifted programs at the different 
grade spans displayed in Table 8. Almost 42% of the 158 responding 
programs have TAG programs for kindergarten through second grade. 
Eighty percent of the programs serve TAG students in Grades 3 
through 6. Ninety-nine respondents (62.7%) indicate that they have 
gifted programs for the seventh and eighth grades, and 43 respondents 
(27.2%) have gifted programs for Grades 9 through 12. 
Table 9 illustrates the diversity in grade organizational 
structure for the TAG programs surveyed in this investigation. 
Analysis of the grade spans reveals that almost 70% of the respondents 
work with four main organizational patterns: Grades K-12 (16.5%), 
Table 7 



















Note. n varies due to omission in entry data. Response to 
Questionnaire Item 10. 
Grades 3-8 (18.4%), Grades K-6 (14.6%), and Grade K-8 (11.4%). 
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Fifteen of the respondents (9.5%) work in third-through-sixth-grade 
TAG programs, and 11 of the respondents (7%) work in second-through-
eighth-grade TAG programs. Approximately 17% of the surveyed 
teachers/coordinators work with nine other grade level combinations 
including Grades 3-6, Grades 3-12, Grades 2-8, Grades 2-6, Grades 2-
12, Grades 6-8, Grades 4-8, Grades K-5, Grades 1-8, Grades 3-10, and 
Grades K-9. The remaining 10 respondents (6.3%) indicated still more 
unique grade level combinations unmatched by any other school district 
surveyed. 
Table 8 

















Note. n varies due to omission in entry data. (% based on n 158 
for each grade span.) Response to Questionnaire Item 11. 
Information Regarding Iowa TAG Teachers Who Work 
Under the Direction of a TAG Program Coordinator 
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Table 10 shows the number of respondents who possess the title 
and responsibility of TAG program coordinator and who have one or more 
teachers working under their direction. Nineteen of the 116 
respondents who identify themselves as coordinators did not answer 
question 12, and 8 responses for this question were considered 
spoiled. Because 34 of the contact persons identified themselves as 
being the TAG coordinator and the only TAG teacher, the responses of 
Table 9 
Organizational Grade Structure of Gifted Programs in Which TAG 
Teachers/Coordinators Work 
Grade Structure Number (n 158) Percentage 
K-12 26 16.5 
3-8 29 18.4 
3-6 15 9.5 
K-6 23 14.6 
K-8 18 11.4 
3-12 11 7.0 
2-8 7 4.4 
2-6 4 2.5 
2-12 3 1. 9 
6-8 2 1. 3 
4-8 2 1. 3 
K-5 2 1. 3 
1-8 2 1. 3 
3-10 2 1. 3 
K-9 2 1. 3 
Other 10 6.3 
Note. n varies due to omissions in entry data. Response to 
Questionnaire Item 11. 
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only 55 TAG coordinators were considered when computing the final 
statistics displayed in Table 10. 
Approximately 53% of the surveyed TAG teachers/coordinators 
identified themselves as program coordinators having only one other 
teacher working with them in the gifted education program. Nine of 
the coordinators (16.6%) have two different teachers, 5 coordinators 
(9.0%) have 3 different teachers, and 4 coordinators (7.2 %) have 4 
different teachers with whom they work. None of the coordinators 
report having 5 or 6 teachers. Slightly more than 16% of the 55 TAG 
coordinators who answered questionnaire item 12 report between 7 and 
12 teachers who work with them in their district TAG programs. 
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Table 11 presents information concerning the educational 
preparation and teaching experience of the teachers identified by TAG 
coordinators in Table 10. In respect to teaching experience, 30 
(19.6%) of the 153 teachers under coordinator direction have 1-5 years 
teaching experience, while 110 (71.9%) of the 153 teachers have more 
than 5 years teaching experience. Of the 153 teachers who were 
identified as working under coordinator direction, only 4.6% of them 
hold master of arts degrees in gifted education or master of arts 
degrees with an emphasis in gifted education, while 41.2% of the 
identified group considered hold master of arts degrees in other 
content areas. Almost 33% of the 153 teachers have earned 1-6 
university/college semester credits in gifted education, and 37.9% 
have earned more than 6 semester credits in gifted education. 
Table 10 
Number of TAG Coordinators Who Work With Multiple Numbers of TAG 
Teachers 
Teachers Number (n 55) Percentage 
1 teacher 29 52.7 
2 teachers 9 16.6 
3 teachers 5 9.0 
4 teachers 4 7.2 
5 teachers 0 0.0 
6 teachers 0 0.0 
7 teachers 2 3.6 
8 teachers 1 3.6 
9 teachers 1 1. 8 
10 teachers 1 1. 8 
11 teachers 2 3.6 
12 teachers 1 1. 8 
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Note. n varies due to omission in entry data. (% based on n = 55 for 
each category of teachers) Response to Questionnaire Item 12. 
Table 12 outlines the division of certain administrative duties 
and responsibilities between TAG coordinators and building principals. 
Of the 78 TAG teachers/coordinators who responded to the question 
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Table 11 
Educational Preparation and Teaching Experience for Teachers Employed 





General Teaching Experience 
1-5 years 30 
More than 5 years 
110 
!l 153 (% based on n 153 for each variable) 
Master of Arts Degree 
M.A. in 
gifted education 7 
M.A. in 
other content area 63 






University/College Semester Credits in Gifted Education 
1-6 credit hours 
More than 6 credit hours 
50 
58 
.n = 153 (% based on .n = 153 for each variable) 
32.7 
37.9 
Note. n's vary due to omissions in entry data. Response to 
Questionnaire Item 12. 
Table 12 
Division of Administrative Duties/Responsibilities Between the TAG 
Coordinators and Building Principals 
Coordinator Principal 
Duty Total No. No. % No. % 
Supervision of 
TAG Teachers 78 9 11.5 40 51. 3 
Evaluation of 
TAG Teachers 85 4 4.7 63 74.1 
Budget Planning 94 30 31. 9 20 21. 3 
Schedule 
Development 98 66 67.3 6 6.1 
Curriculum 
Development 98 81 82.7 2 2.0 
Program 
Evaluation 98 52 53.1 9 9.2 
Note. IL..S vary due to omission in entry data. Response to 

















concerning their duties and responsibilities as related to the 
supervision of TAG teachers, approximately 51% identified it as the 
responsibility of the building principal to perform this duty, 37.2% 
identified it as a joint duty for principal and TAG coordinator, and 
11.5% named it as the duty of the TAG coordinator. Approximately 
three-fourths (74.1%) of the 85 responding TAG coordinators indicated 
that the evaluation of TAG teachers was the duty of the building 
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principal, while slightly more than 20% indicated that it was a joint 
TAG coordinator/principal responsibility. Only 4.7% identified it as 
the responsibility of the TAG coordinator. The duty of budget 
planning was identified as a joint duty by 44 (46.8%) of the 94 TAG 
coordinators who responded, while 20 (21.3%) identified it as the duty 
of the principal, and 30 (31.9%) identified it as the primary 
responsibility of the TAG coordinator. Sixty-six (67.3%) of the 
responding 98 TAG coordinators identified schedule building as being 
their responsibility, while the principal was identified as having 
primary responsibility for schedule development for the the gifted 
program approximately 6% of the time. However, for 26.5% of the 
respondents, schedule development is viewed as a joint effort between 
principal and TAG coordinator. Curriculum development in the TAG 
program is perceived as a primary responsibility of the TAG 
coordinator 82.7% of the time and of the principal only 2% of the 
time. Approximately 15% of the 98 responding coordinators indicated 
that curriculum development is a joint effort between both the 
principal and TAG coordinator. Slightly over 53% of the responding 
TAG coordinators are given full responsibility for TAG program 
evaluation, while over 38% work jointly with their principal. TAG 
program evaluation is the primary responsibility of the principal in 
a little over 9% of the school districts which participated in this 
survey. 
Educational Background and Preparation of 
Teachers/Coordinators in the State of Iowa 
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When building a profile of Iowa talented and gifted 
teachers/coordinators, it seemed appropriate to examine the 
educational backgrounds and preparation of these educators. Table 13 
shows the grade levels at which the respondents hold Iowa teaching 
endorsements for fields of study and specific education areas. It 
should be noted that some respondents hold two or more endorsements in 
different subject content fields. 
Table 13 shows at what grade levels TAG teachers/coordinators 
hold Iowa endorsement for particular fields of study. None of the 
responding teachers/coordinators possess an endorsement in any of the 
15 fields of study or preschool thru kindergarten. However, 29 K-6 
Iowa endorsements are held by responding TAG teachers/coordinators, 
while 171 endorsements in the 15 identified fields of study are at the 
K-9 grade level. At the secondary level, there are 57 respondents 
holding endorsement for the 7-12 grade level. K-12 endorsement is 
held by 30 Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators who are the TAG contact 
personnel for their districts. 
Table 14 presents TAG teacher/coordinator endorsement information 
regarding specific educational areas as outlined by the Code of Iowa. 
Again, it should be noted that some respondents hold 2 or more 
endorsements for specific areas of study. Out of the 159 Iowa TAG 
teacher/coordinator respondents, 6 hold PK-K endorsements, 19 hold K-
6 endorsements, 7 hold 7-12 endorsements, and 21 hold 
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Table 13 
Grade Levels for Which TAG Teachers[Coordinators Have Field of 
Study and S2ecific Area Certification[Endorsement 
Field of Study Grade Levels 
Iowa PK-K K-6 K-9 7-12 K-12 
Endorsements No. No. No. No. No. 
Field of Study 
Reading 0 8 37 3 5 
English/ 
Language Arts 0 4 24 15 2 
Speech and 
Theater 0 0 6 2 2 
Science 0 3 20 5 3 
Social Sciences 0 3 26 13 1 
Health 0 1 10 2 2 
Physical Education 0 1 7 2 7 
Mathematics 0 4 21 2 0 
Music 0 1 8 2 2 
Art 0 1 6 0 4 
Home Economics 0 1 2 7 0 
Industrial Arts 0 0 1 0 0 
Foreign Language 0 2 1 2 2 
Journalism 0 0 1 2 0 
Business 0 0 1 0 0 
Total responses 0 29 171 57 30 
Note. Response to Questionnaire Item 15. 
Table 14 
Iowa Endorsements in Specific Areas Which Are Currently Held By 
TAG Teachers/Coordinators 
Specific Area Grade Levels 
Iowa PK-K K-6 K-9 7-12 
Endorsements No. No. No. No. 
Special Education 1 2 4 2 
Early Childhood 5 0 1 0 
General Elementary 0 9 78 0 
Counselor 0 0 4 1 
Reading Specialist 0 2 7 0 
School Media 0 2 0 2 
Other 0 4 4 2 
Grade Level Total 6 19 98 7 
Note. Response to Questionnaire Item 15. 
endorsements for Grades K-12. The largest majority (98) of 












Table 15 illustrates the subject areas in which 159 Iowa TAG 
teachers/coordinators hold Iowa teaching endorsements. It should be 
noted that some respondents hold two or more endorsements in different 
subject areas. The three subject areas of reading, English/language 
arts, and social science represent the areas in which most of the 
Table 15 


















































Note. Response to Questionnaire Item 15. (% based on n 




respondents hold Iowa teaching endorsements. Almost one-third of the 
responding TAG teachers/coordinators (33.3%) hold endorsements in 
reading. Over one-fourth (28.3%) hold endorsements in 
English/language arts. Twenty-seven percent hold endorsements in the 
social sciences. Science endorsements are held by 31 (19.5%) of the 
responding TAG teachers/coordinators, while mathematics endorsements 
are held by 27 (17%). Almost 11% of the 159 respondents hold 
endorsements in physical education, and approximately 9% hold 
endorsements in health. Fourteen (8.8%) of the 159 responding TAG 
teachers/coordinators indicate that they hold endorsements in music, 
11 (6.9%) hold endorsements in art, 10 (6.3%) hold endorsements in 
home economics, and 7 (4.4%) hold endorsements in a foreign language. 
Almost 2% of the 159 respondents hold endorsements in journalism. The 
least represented subject areas as displayed in Table 15 are 
industrial arts and business where each has one respondent (0.6%) who 
holds such an endorsement. 
Table 16 shows the specific areas in which Iowa TAG 
teachers/coordinators hold Iowa teaching endorsements. Almost 55% of 
the population surveyed possess general elementary endorsements. 
Thirteen respondents (8.2%) indicated that they hold Iowa reading 
specialist endorsement and the same percentage hold Iowa media 
specialist endorsement. Seven of the respondents (4.4%) have 
endorsements in counseling. Special education endorsement is held by 
6.9% of the 159 respondents, and early childhood endorsement is held 
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Table 16 
Specific Areas in Which Iowa TAG Teachers/Coordinators Hold Iowa 
Teaching Endorsements 
Specific Area Number (n 159) Percentage 
Special Education 11 6.9 
Early Childhood 6 3.8 
General Elementary 87 54.7 
Counselor 7 4.4 
Reading Specialist 13 8.2 
Media Specialist 13 8.2 
Administrative Degree 8 5.0 
Other 14 8.8 
Note. Response to Questionnaire Item 15. (% based on n 
each specific area) 
159 for 
by 3.8%. Eight of the respondents (5%) are teachers/coordinators of 
the gifted who hold administrative degrees. 
The type of graduate degrees held by responding TAG 
teachers/coordinators are shown in Table 17. About 60% of the 158 
respondents had not yet earned a degree at the time of this study. 
Only 4 respondents (2.5%) hold master of arts degree or master of arts 
degree with an emphasis in gifted education. Thirty-one of the 158 
Table 17 
Graduate Degrees Held by Iowa TAG Teachers/Coordinators 
Graduate Degree Number (n 158) Percentage 
No graduate degree 94 59.5 
M.A./Emphasis in 
gifted education 4 2.5 
M.A. in other subject 31 19.6 
M.S. 21 13. 3 
Ed. s. 5 3.2 
Ed. D. 2 1. 3 
Ph. D. 1 0.6 
Note. n varies due to omission of entry data. Responses to 
Questionnaire Item 17. (% is based on n = 158 for each graduate 
degree) 
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responding teachers/coordinators (19.6%) reported that they have 
master of arts degrees in a subject other than gifted education, and 
21 (13.3%) of the respondents have master of science degrees. 
Specialist of education degrees, doctorates in education, or Ph.D. 
degrees are held by 5.1% of the responding TAG teachers/coordinators. 
Table 18 focuses on the number of semester credit hours earned 
in gifted education by the Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators who 
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Table 18 
University/College Semester Credits Earned in Gifted Education by Iowa 
TAG Teachers/Coordinators 
Credit Hours Number (n 158) Percentage 
Undergraduate 
No credit hours 41 25.8 
No response 96 60.3 
1-3 credit hours 7 4.4 
4-6 credit hours 10 6.3 
7-9 credit hours 2 1. 3 
10-12 credit hours 3 1. 9 
Over 12 credit hours 0 0.0 
Graduate 
No credit hours 12 7.5 
No response 24 15.1 
1-3 credit hours 18 11.4 
4-6 credit hours 38 24.1 
7-9 credit hours 23 14.6 
10-12 credit hours 18 11.4 
Over 12 credit hours 26 16.5 
Note. n's may vary due to omission in entry data. Response to 
Questionnaire Item 16. 
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responded to the survey. Undergraduate credit of 1-6 semester hours 
in gifted education has been earned by only 10.7% of the 159 
respondents and undergraduate credit of 7-12 semester hours by 3.2%. 
No respondents have earned over 12 semester hours, and 41 respondents 
(25.8%) indicated that they had no earned credits in gifted education. 
It should be noted that 96 (60.4%) of the TAG teachers/coordinators 
surveyed did not respond to this question. Approximately 35.2% of the 
respondents had earned 1-6 semester hours of graduate credit in gifted 
education and about 26% (25.8%) had earned 7-12 semester hours of 
credit. Twenty-six respondents (16.4%) had earned over 12 semester 
hours. Approximately 15% of the respondents indicated they had earned 
no credit hours in gifted education; 7.5% chose not to respond. 
Table 19 examines the various methods by which the surveyed TAG 
teachers/coordinators received training and preparation in different 
areas of gifted education curriculum. The following methods which 
were presented in Question 20 of the questionnaire are discussed here: 
(a) credit earned as part of a course; (b) credited participation in a 
workshop; (c) credited participation in inservice offerings; or (d) 
credit earned as a part of a public educational television course. In 
addition, the percentage of surveyed TAG teachers/coordinators who 
have experienced no training or preparation in any of the areas is 
displayed. It also should be noted that many of the respondents 
indicated that they have accumulated credit through participation in 
more than one of the methods enumerated in the question. 
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Table 19 
Methods by Which Iowa TAG Teachers/Coordinators Have Received Training 
in Gifted Education Curriculum 
Part of 
a course workshop in-service TV 
Credit 
Areas of Study % % % % 
Intro to Gifted Ed 25.2 50.3 17.0 5.0 6.2 
Psychology of Gifted 27.0 44.7 13. 8 1. 9 8.2 
Counseling of Gifted 21.4 53.5 12.6 0.6 6.3 
Curriculum Dev. 17.6 54.7 20.1 3.8 10.3 
Gifted Strategies 20.1 56.0 17.6 6.3 6.9 
Program Development 20.1 57.9 17.6 3.9 11. 3 
Program Evaluation 21.4 50.9 13.2 0.6 11. 3 
Identification 31.4 66.7 20.1 1. 3 11. 9 
Assessment of Gifted 28.3 48.4 14.5 1. 9 10.7 
Trends and Issues 25.2 58.5 13.2 2.5 11. 3 
Note. Responses to Questionnaire Item 20. (% based on n 














Slightly over 25% of the 159 respondents credited themselves as 
receiving an introduction to gifted education as part of a specific 
No 
% 
course, while approximately 50% were introduced to the field by means 
of a workshop, 17% through inservice experiences, and 5% through 
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public educational television. Only 7.5% of the respondents reported 
having acquired no training or preparation in this curriculum area. 
In the area of gifted psychology, close to 27% of the Iowa TAG 
teachers/coordinators who responded to the survey have earned credit 
as part of a course. Close to 45% of the respondents were credited 
through workshops, 13.8% through inservice experiences, and 
approximately 2% through public educational television. Approximately 
24% of the 159 respondents had acquired no training or preparation in 
psychology of the gifted. 
Workshops provided a majority (53.5%) of the responding TAG 
teachers/coordinators the opportunity to gain in knowledge and 
understanding of procedures for counseling the gifted. Over 21% 
earned credit as part of a course, almost 13% were credited for 
inservice experiences, and only 0.6% had acquired credit through 
public educational television. Over one-fourth (25.8%) of the 
respondents reported not having any training or preparation in 
counselng the gifted. 
In the area of curriculum development, nearly 55% of the 159 
responding TAG teachers/coordinators credited themselves with the 
completion of workshops, while 20% reported pursuing the area of study 
as part of a course and almost 4% through public educational 
television. Over 9% stated that they had received credit of no kind 
in this area. 
A majority (56%) of the 159 respondents had taken one or more 
workshops in the area of gifted teaching strategies, while 20% 
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reported having studied such methodology as part of a course. Teacher 
inservice was the preparation method used by over 17% of the surveyed 
teachers/coordinators, and public educational television was used by a 
little over 6%. Almost 11% had participated in no training or 
preparation in the area of gifted strategies. 
Twenty percent of those who responded to this question indicated 
that they have studied gifted education program development as part of 
a course, approximately 58% through the completion of one or more 
workshops, close to 18% though inservice experiences, and almost 4% 
through public educational television. Well over 12% reported that 
they had not been credited with study in this area of gifted education 
curriculum. 
According to questionnaire responses, 21.4% of the TAG 
teachers/coordinators had received training in gifted program 
evaluation as part of a course, while almost 51% credited themselves 
with one or more workshops in this curriculum area. Slightly over 13% 
had been credited with inservice experiences and less than 1% with 
preparation received through public educational television. It is 
interesting to note that almost one-fourth (22.6%) of the respondents 
had no credit of any kind in the study of program evaluation. 
Slightly more than 31% of the 159 respondents had training or 
preparation in the area of identification of gifted children as part 
of formal coursework. Almost 67% had completed one or more workshops 
which have included an examination of identification, and 20% had 
received inservice training; but only 1.3% had obtained knowledge 
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concerning gifted identification through public educational 
television. Survey results showed that 7.5% of the TAG 
teachers/coordinators had not studied the process of identification by 
the methods listed in the questionnaire. 
Methods for assessment of gifted children had been studied by 
slightly over 23% of the respondents to this survey. Over 48% had 
taken one or more workshops which addressed this area of curriculum, 
another 14.5% had completed inservice experiences, and almost 2% had 
considered assessment as a part of public educational television 
offerings. Twenty-two percent of the 159 responding Iowa TAG 
teachers/coordinators had not been credited with training in 
assessment strategies. 
One-fourth (25.2%) of the respondents reported that they had 
scudied trends and issues in gifted education as part of a course, and 
58.5% showed that they had reviewed trends and issues in the field as 
a part of one or more workshops. Slightly over 13% stated that they 
had become aware of trends and issues through inservice training 
experiences and 2.5% through public educational television offerings. 
Over 16% of those surveyed did not credit themselves with formal study 
of trends and issues in gifted education. 
Iowa TAG Teachers/Coordinators' Perceptions 
of Various Issues in Gifted Education 
In order to add dimension to the profile of Iowa TAG 
teachers/coordinators, the questionnaire requested information to 
ascertain respondents' perceptions concerning the importance of gifted 
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education preparation, teacher roles, teacher characteristics, and 
professional competencies. Table 20 shows the Iowa TAG 
teachers/coordinators' viewpoints concerning the importance of 
obtaining college/university credits in gifted education. One hundred 
forty-six (93%) of the TAG teachers/coordinators who participated in 
the survey felt that acquiring college/university credits in gifted 
education is important; of that 146, 83 (52.9%) felt it is very 
important. Seven percent felt that earning credits in gifted 
education is of little or no importance. However, only 76 (49.3%) 
felt that possessing a graduate degree in gifted education is 
important and of that group, only 14 (9%) feel it is very important. 
Approximately 43% felt that having a graduate degree in gifted 
education is of little importance, and 7.8% felt that it is of no 
importance. 
Participating Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators also were asked to 
rate the importance of seven roles the teacher of gifted students 
might need to assume, including the role of teacher. A 4-point Likert 
Scale rating of importance was used. Table 21 displays this 
information. The administrator/coordinator role was rated as very 
important by 40.4% and, important by 51% of 151 respondents, while 
8.6% considered the role of little or no importance. Approximately 
44% of 152 respondents rated the counselor role which TAG teachers 
might have to assume as very important, while 43.4% felt it is of 
relative importance. Nineteen respondents (12.5%) rated it as being 
of little or no importance. The role of communicator was perceived as 
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Table 20 
Iowa TAG Teachers/Coordinators' Perceptions Concerning the Importance 
of Gifted Education Preparation 
Perception Number Percentage 
Importance of Credits in Gifted Educationa 
Very Important 83 52.9 
Important 63 40.1 
Of Little Importance 10 6.4 
No Importance 1 0.6 
n = 157 
Importance of Graduate Degree in Gifted Educationb 
Very Important 14 9.0 
Important 62 40.3 
Of Little Importance 66 42.9 
No Importance 12 7.8 
n = 154 
Note. n's may vary due to omissions in entry data. 
a 
Responses to 
Questionnaire Item 18. 
b 
Responses to Questionnaire Item 19. 
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Table 21 
Importance of Teacher Roles as Perceived by Iowa TAG Teachers/ 
Coordinators 
Very Of Little Of No 
Important Important Importance Importance 
Roles Total No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Administrator/ 151 61 40.4 77 51. 0 9 6.0 4 2.6 
Coordinator 
Counselor 152 67 44.1 66 43.4 18 11. 8 1 0.7 
Communicator 155 105 67.7 46 29.7 2 1. 3 2 1. 3 
Facilitator 155 111 71. 6 41 26.5 1 0.6 2 1. 3 
Futurist 154 39 25.3 98 63.6 17 11.0 0 0.0 
Role Model 154 98 63.6 52 33.8 3 1. 9 1 0.6 
Teacher 154 85 55.2 56 36.4 12 7.8 1 0.6 
Note. n's may vary due to omissions in data entry. Responses to 
Questionnaire Item 14'. 
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very important by almost 68% of 155 responding Iowa TAG 
teachers/coordinators. Approximately 30% rated this role as 
relatively important, while 2.6% felt it is of little or no 
importance. Close to 72% of 155 respondents perceived the role of 
facilitator as very important, while over one-fourth (26.5 %) 
perceived it to be of relative importance. Only 2% viewed the role of 
facilitator as having little or no importance. One-fourth (25.3%) of 
154 respondents felt that the role of futurist is a very important 
role TAG teachers may have to assume, and almost two-thirds (63.6%) 
felt that it is of relative importance. Eleven percent perceived the 
futurist role as being of little importance. Almost 64% (63.6%) of 
154 respondents felt that being a role model for gifted students is 
very important, and almost 34% viewed it as having relative 
importance. Three percent (3.0%) of the respondents saw it as having 
little or no importance for a teacher of the gifted. The role of 
teacher was perceived as very important by 55.2% of 154 Iowa TAG 
teachers/coordinators who responded. More than 36% agreed that the 
role of teacher has relative importance, while 8.4% believed that it 
has little or no importance. 
A 4-point Likert scale was used by participating TAG teacher/ 
coordinators to rate 13 personal characteristics according to their 
relative importance as qualities of the teacher of talented and gifted 
children. The characteristics were synthesized from research-based 
lists of teacher characteristics as presented by Seeley (1979), 
Lindsey (1980), and Feldhusen (1985). Table 22 presents this 
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Table 22 
Iowa TAG Teachers/Coordinators' Perceptions of Important Teacher 
Characteristics 
Very Of Little Of No 
Important Important Importance Importance 
Characteristic Total No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Much Enthusiarn 158 132 83.5 26 16.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 
High Self- 158 82 51. 9 76 48.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 
Concept 
Flexibility 158 151 95.6 7 4.4 0 0.0 0 0.0 
High General 154 30 19.5 113 73.4 10 6.5 1 0.6 
Intellect 
Commitment to 156 35 22.4 90 57.8 29 18.6 2 1. 3 
Excellence; 
Perfectionism 
Intuition; 157 77 49.0 77 49.0 3 1. 9 0 0.0 
Perception 
Creativity; 159 98 61. 6 61 38.4 0 0.0 0 0.0 
Innovation 
Organization 159 79 49.7 74 46.5 6 3.8 0 0.0 




Teacher 156 10 6.4 82 52.6 56 35.9 8 5.1 
Giftedness 
Lifelong 159 113 71.1 44 27.7 2 1. 3 0 0.0 
Learner 
Table 22, cont. 
Very 
Important 
Characteristic Total No. % 
Sense of Humor 158 115 72. 8 







Of Little Of No 
Importance Importance 
No. % No. % 
1 0.6 0 0.0 
0 0.0 0 0.0 
Note. n's may vary due to omissions in data entry. Responses to 
Questionnaire Item 24. 
information. Almost 84% of the 158 respondents rated much enthusiasm 
as very important, while the remaining 16.5% thought it to be 
important. Among 158 respondents possession of high self-concept was 
divided almost equally between rating as very important (51.9%) and 
important (48.1%). Flexibility was considered as being very important 
by 95.6% of 158 teacher/coordinators and seemed to be the most crucial 
characteristic identified by the respondents. Thirty (19.5%) felt 
that high intellect is very important and 73.4% rated it as important, 
while close to 7% considered this characteristic to be of little or no 
importance. Commitment to excellence and perfectionism were rated as 
very important by nearly one-fourth (22.4%) of 156 surveyed 
teachers/coordinators and important by over one-half (57.8%). It is 
interesting to note that almost 20% felt it is of little or no 
importance. One hundred fifty-four of 157 responding TAG 
teachers/coordinators (98%) felt intuition and perception are 
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important or very important. Only 1.9 % felt it is of little 
importance. All of 159 respondents agreed that possession of 
creativity and innovation is either important or very important. 
Organization was identified as important or very important by 96.2% of 
the population, while approximately 4% felt it is of little 
importance. A large majority (90.6%) of the 159 respondents felt that 
having a positive attitude toward giftedness is very important, while 
9.4% felt it is important. Almost 7% of 156 respondents felt that 
teacher giftedness is very important, and close to 53% believed it is 
important. It is noteworthy that almost 36% indicated that they think 
it is of little importance and 5% think it is of no importance. Being 
a life-long learner was considered very important by almost three-
fourths (71.1%) of 159 respondents and of relative importance by over 
one-fourth (27.7%) of TAG teachers/coordinators. Only 2 respondents 
(1.3%) felt that being a life-long learner is of little importance for 
a TAG teacher. One hundred fifteen (72.8%) of 158 respondents agreed 
that exhibiting a sense of humor is very important, and 42 (26.6%) 
felt it is of relative importance. Only 1 respondent (0.6%) rated it 
as of little importance. Sensitivity and supportiveness toward 
gifted students was perceived as very important by 82% of the 159 
respondents, while the remaining 18% felt it was important. 
In addition, the participating Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators 
were asked to choose 3 of the 13 teacher characteristics identified in 
Table 22 that they considered to be the most important qualities of 
teachers of the gifted. Table 23 presents the percentage of times 
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Table 23 
Ranking of Teacher Characteristics Perceived as Important by Iowa TAG 
Teachers/Coordinators 
Characteristic *Number (474) 
Flexibility 106 
Positive Attitude 88 
Much Enthusiasm 61 
Creativity; Innovation 52 
Life-Long Learner 46 
Sensitivity/ 46 
Supportiveness 
Sense of Humor 26 
Organization 17 
High Self-Concept 15 
Intuition/Perception 8 
High Intellect 5 
Commitment to Excellence/ 3 
Perfectionism 
Teacher Giftedness 1 





























Note. Responses to Questionnaire Items 25-27. *Number represents 
rating of 1-3 items. 
each characteristic was selected as one of the three most important 
characteristics by the respondents, as well as the ranking of 
characteristics based upon these percentages. 
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A much larger number (67.1%) of TAG teachers/coordinators chose 
the quality of flexibility as being an important characteristic of 
teachers of talented and gifted students. Portraying a positive 
attitude toward giftedness was ranked as second, since it was selected 
by 56.7% of the respondents. Showing much enthusiasm, selected by 
38.6% of the respondents, was ranked third. The teacher qualities of 
creativity/innovation (32.9%), life-long learner (29.1%), and 
sensitivity/supportiveness (29.1%) seemed to be relatively important 
teacher characteristics as perceived by Iowa TAG teachers/ 
coordinators. A sense of humor (16.5%), organization (10.8%), high 
self-concept (9.5%), intuition/perception (5.1%) and high intellect 
(3.2%) were chosen much less frequently by Iowa TAG 
teachers/coordinators as important characteristics of teachers of 
gifted students. The two teacher characteristics of commitment to 
excellence/perfectionism and teacher giftedness were chosen least 
frequently (2.5%) by Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators. 
Participating TAG teachers/coordinators also were asked to rate 
the importance of professional competency skills for the 
teacher/coordinator of gifted students as delineated by Seeley (1979). 
The mean scores of a 4-point Likert Scale were used as a basis for 
ranking. Table 24 summarizes those results. First in importance is 
the professional ·competency of higher cognitive thinking and 
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Table 24 
Importance of Professional Competency Skills for Iowa TAG 
Teachers/Coordinators 
Competency Total Responses Mean* Ranking 
Student Counseling 155 3.26 8 
Strategies 
Parent Counseling 153 3.04 15 
Strategies 
Career Education 152 3.09 13 
Group Process Skills 153 3.35 6 
Consultation Skills 150 3.07 14 
Inservice Skills 151 3.01 16 
Theories of Intelligence 153 2.81 17 
Understanding IQ Test 153 2.67 20 
Construction 
Analyzing IQ Test 151 2.73 19 
Protocols 
Psycho-Educational 154 2.79 18 
Diagnostic Skills 
Using/Interpreting 154 3.10 12 
Creativity Tests 
Using/Interpreting 153 3.15 10 
Self-Esteem Measures 
Constructing 155 3.42 5 
Identification Formats 
Curriculum Modification 155 3.54 4 
Strategies 
Table 24, cont. 
Competency Total Responses 
Special Curriculum 154 
Development Strategies 
Higher Cognitive 152 
Thinking/Questioning 
Program Evaulation 153 
Program Development 152 
Community Relations 153 
Diagnostic Prescriptive 150 
Teaching 
Media and Materials 155 
Development 

















Note. n's may vary due to omissions. Response to Questionnaire 
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Item 25. (% based on n =159 for each competency skill) *Mean based 
on rankings of 4 (Very important) to 1 (No importance) 
questioning. Second is program development for the gifted, and third 
is special curriculum development strategies. Professional competency 
skills perceived as relatively important by Iowa TAG 
teachers/coordinators are curriculum modification strategies (4th), 
constructing identification formats (5th), program evaluation (6th), 
community relations (7th), and student counseling strategies (8th). 
Those receiving much less emphasis of importance include media and 
materials development (9th), using and interpreting self-esteem 
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measures (10th), diagnostic prescriptive teaching (11th), and using 
and interpreting creativity tests (12th). From the viewpoint of the 
respondents, the least important professional competencies for 
teachers/coordinators of the gifted are psycho-educational diagnostic 
skills (18th), analyzing IQ test protocols (19th), and understanding 
IQ test construction (20th). 
Table 25 presents the perceptions of 158 Iowa TAG 
teachers/coordinators concerning perceived reasons for appointment as 
a TAG teacher and/or coordinator in their school districts. Two 
reasons for appointment were most prevalent in this sample: (a) the 
respondent had volunteered to teach in the program when the opening 
was made available (39.2%), and (b) the respondent was appointed after 
completing a standard interview process with school personnel (38.6%). 
Over one-fourth (28.5%) of the respondents perceived that they were 
appointed because of being considered one of the better teachers in 
their school districts. Forty-two respondents (26.6%) indicated that 
they were appointed because of their background training in gifted 
education, while 19 respondents (12%) indicated that they were 
appointed because of their perceived experiences in dealing with 
gifted children within their own families. Interestingly, 15 (9.5%) 
had to accept the position in order to maintain employment with their 
school district. Appointment to a TAG teaching/coordinating position 
occurred for 4.4% of the Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators because of 
their volunteer help in proposing and/or developing a TAG program for 
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Table 25 
Appointment of Teachers/Coordinators for Gifted Programs 
Appointment Number (n 158) Percentage 
Volunteered for job 62 39.2 
Better teacher 45 28.5 
Maintain Employment 15 9.5 
As a Result of Interview 61 38.6 
Background Training 42 26.6 
Gifted Child in Family 9 12.0 
Proposed and/or Developed 7 4.4 
Gifted Program 
Other 25 15.8 
Note. n varies due to omission in entry data. Response to 
Questionnaire Item 21. (% based on n = 158 for each variable). 
their schools. Twenty-five (15.8%) respondents listed a wide variety 
of other reasons for being appointed. 
Questionnaire item 22 solicited from Iowa TAG teachers/ 
coordinators the reasons for entering the field of gifted education. 
Respondents were able to select more than one reason from the list 
presented (see Table 26). College coursework in gifted education was 
one factor which.influenced Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators to enter 
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Table 26 
Teachers' /Coordinators' Personal Reasons for Entering the Field of 
Gifted Education 
Personal Reason Number (n 157) Percentage 
College Coursework 29 18.5 
Requested Placement When 28 17.8 
Job Became Available 
Regular Classroom 70 44.6 
With Gifted Children 
Self-Fulfillment 84 53.5 
Family Experience With 56 35.7 
Gifted Child 
Maintain Employment 14 8.9 
Additional Job 3 1. 9 
Challenge 5 3.2 
Other 21 13.4 
Note. Response to Questionnaire Item 22. Three respondents did not 
answer item 22. (% based on n = 157 for each variable) 
the field of gifted education. Close to 19% of 157 respondents 
indicated this reason. Twenty-eight (17.8%) of the Iowa TAG 
teachers/coordinators became involved with gifted education by 
requesting placement/transfer after a TAG position became available. 
Another factor which influenced entrance into the field of gifted 
education was regular classroom experiences with gifted children. 
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This was indicated by almost 45% of the respondents. Self-fulfillment 
was an additional reason provided by over half of the Iowa TAG 
teachers/coordinators (53.5%) for entering the field of gifted 
education. Approximately 36% indicated that family experiences with 
gifted children were an influencing factor for gifted education 
involvement. Almost 9% of the respondents accepted a TAG position in 
order to maintain employment within a school district, and almost 2% 
indicated that the TAG position became an additional job for them. A 
final element contributing to Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators' entrance 
into the field of gifted education was the sense of challenge it 
presented, which was a factor for 3.2% of the respondents. 
Finally, Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators who participated in the 
survey were asked why they had elected to remain in the field of 
gifted education. It should be noted that respondents could indicate 
two or more reasons for their continuation in gifted education. 
Table 27 displays the answers. Slightly more than 83% of the 
population surveyed have remained in the field of gifted education 
because they enjoy working with gifted students. Ninety-nine of the 
156 respondents (63.5%) answering this question stated that they were 
continuing in the field for personal growth and self-fulfillment. 
Almost 45% said it is because of personal convictions. Two 
respondents (1.3%) indicated that they were remaining within the field 
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of gifted education because it made their previous half-time position 
full- time. 
Table 27 
Perceptions of Why TAG Teachers/Coordinators Continue to Remain 
Within the Field of Gifted Education 
Variable Number(!! 156) Percentage 
Enjoy students 130 83.3 
Personal growth 99 63.5 
Personal convictions 70 44.9 
Part-time to full-time 2 1. 3 
Other 10 6.4 
Note. !! varies due to omission of entry data. Response to 
Questionnaire Item 23. (% based on!! 156 for each variable) 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 
FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
Summary 
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This study was undertaken to describe the professional status of 
gifted education teachers/coordinators employed in Iowa during the 
1988-1989 academic year. It was based upon the perceived need to 
formulate, within the limits of a finite sample, a professional 
profile of Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators. This need arose because of 
the rapid growth of gifted education programs and the number of TAG 
teachers/coordinators within the state. There is a lack of available 
descriptive information about this population. 
A questionnaire designed by the investigator was mailed from the 
University of Northern Iowa to a contact person in each of the 235 
Iowa public school districts that use Allowable Growth Funding for 
partial support of their gifted programs. Approximately 68% (159) of 
the population surveyed (235) returned the instrument for inclusion in 
the study. 
The questionnaire solicited information which was organized for 
purposes of summary into four general areas: (a) demography of Iowa 
TAG teachers/coordinators and selected characteristics of the school 
districts and gifted programs in which they serve; (b) information 
regarding district coordinators with one or more TAG teachers working 
under their supervision; (c) educational background and preparation of 
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Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators; and (d) perceptions concerning gifted 
education preparation, importance of teacher roles, teacher 
characteristics, professional competencies, and involvement in the 
field of gifted education. A summary of the major findings in each of 
these areas may aid the reader in synthesizing the compiled data into 
a unified picture of the teachers/coordinators who were working with 
gifted students in Iowa public school districts receiving Allowable 
Growth Funding during the 1988-1989 school year. 
Demography and Other Related Characteristics of Iowa 
TAG Teachers/Coordinators and Their Gifted Programs 
In summarizing demographic and other related characteristics of 
Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators, it may be surmised from the responses 
to completed questionnaires that the majority of these Iowa TAG 
teachers/coordinators are female and between the ages of 30 and 49. 
Slightly more than one-half of them work in public schools with 
district student enrollments of fewer than 700 students, and more than 
three-fourths of them work with gifted programs in rural incorporated 
areas. Close to 40% of the teachers/coordinators have taught in 
elementary classrooms before being appointed to their present TAG 
positions. Typically, these responding Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators 
have taught in regular classrooms 10 or more years, but few have been 
TAG teachers/coordinators for 10 or more years. 
It is very typical for Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators (over 60% 
of responses) to work in school districts that offer gifted programs 
in elementary Grades 3 through 6 and middle school/junior high. Fewer 
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than 30% will be found in districts that have 9-12 programs. Most 
Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators can be found working in gifted programs 
with one of the following organizational grade structures: K-12, 3-8, 
K-6, or K-8. 
Responsibilities assigned to Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators 
responding are diverse in character. The most common job position 
title among Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators carries with it the dual 
responsibility of district coordinator and TAG teacher. Fewer than 14 
percent of these teachers/coordinators have a position title that 
carries only one responsibility. Therefore, it is likely that the 
resulting majority of these teachers/coordinators (63.3%) who are 
employed in one district full-time have more than one job 
responsibility. It also is very probable that the respondents are 
employed in one district either full or half-time and are assigned to 
no more than two building programs with 35 or fewer gifted students 
for which they are responsible. 
Information Regarding Gifted Program Coordinators 
With One or More Teachers Under Coordinator Supervision 
In order to obtain a profile of school districts with more than 
one TAG teacher, the questionnaire requested specific information from 
the TAG coordinators in those districts so identified. A synthesis of 
obtained data follows. 
Over one-half of the 55 district coordinators (52.7%) who 
responded to this portion of the survey have just one teacher who 
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works under their supervision. Slightly more than 16 percent of the 
responding district coordinators supervise seven or more teachers. 
It is likely that the identified TAG teachers have accumulated 
5 or more years of general teaching experience. Close to one-half 
(41.2%) of the teachers have master of arts degrees, and slightly more 
than one-third (37.9%) have six or more university/college credit 
hours in gifted education. 
It is most probable that supervision of TAG teachers and gifted 
program budget planning are the joint responsibility of the 
coordinator and principal, while the evaluation of TAG teachers is the 
responsibility of the principal only. A majority of these 
coordinators are likely to be held responsible for their gifted 
program schedule development, curriculum development, and evaluation. 
Educational Background and Preparation 
of Teachers/Coordinators in the State of Iowa 
According to the findings of this study, the majority of 
responding Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators hold the K-9 general 
elementary Iowa teaching endorsement in one or more of three areas: 
reading, language arts, and/or the social sciences. Few of them hold 
the PK-K early childhood teaching endorsement or degrees in business 
education, journalism, or industrial arts. 
Only 2.5% of the 158 responding TAG teachers/coordinators hold 
master of arts degrees in gifted education or a master of arts degree 
with an emphasis in gifted education, while nearly 20% hold master of 
arts degrees in other content areas. It also can be noted that almost 
60% of these Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators have not yet earned a 
graduate degree. Fewer than 14% have 1-12 undergraduate 
university/college credit hours in gifted education (Table 18). 
However, close to 43% have earned more than six university/college 
graduate hours in gifted education. 
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At least 75% of the surveyed Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators have 
received some type of training/preparation in the varied areas of the 
gifted curriculum. These areas included: introduction to gifted 
education, psychology of the gifted, counseling of the gifted, 
curriculum development, gifted strategies, program development, 
program evaluation, identification, assessment of gifted, and trends 
and issues. 
From approximately 18% to 31% of the training/preparation in each 
area of gifted education has been learned as part of a course. From 
approximately 45% to 67% of the acquired training/preparation in each 
area has been gained through attendance at workshops. Inservice 
training accounts for from approximately 13% to 20% of the knowledge 
obtained in each area of gifted education. Fewer than 6% of the 
responding teachers/coordinators have received training/preparation 
through public educational television. It is interesting to note that 
approximately one-fourth of the 159 respondents report that they have 
received no training/preparation in psychology of the gifted, 
counseling the gifted~ program evaluation, or assessment of the 
gifted. 
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Iowa TAG Teachers/Coordinators' Perceptions 
of Various Issues in Gifted Education 
A large majority of the responding Iowa TAG 
teachers/coordinators (52.9%) feel that earning university/college 
undergraduate or graduate credit hours in gifted education is very 
important. However, approximately one-half (50.7%) feel that earning 
a graduate degree in gifted education is of little or no importance. 
If one looks at the many roles Iowa's TAG teachers/coordinators 
may have to assume as identified in the survey responses, it is 
typical for them to believe that the assumed roles of communicator, 
facilitator, and role model are very important, while the roles of 
counselor, teacher and administrator/coordinator are of somewhat 
lesser importance. The role of futurist is of least importance for 
responding Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators. 
When responding Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators are asked to rate 
each teacher characteristic as to its relative importance, six 
characteristics are most likely considered as very important. They 
include: Much enthusiasm, flexibility, positive attitude toward 
giftedness, life-long learner, sense of humor, and 
sensitivity/supportiveness. 
When asked to select those characteristics which are most 
important for teachers of the gifted, these four most often are 
chosen by the responding Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators: (a) 
flexibility (67.1%); (b) positive attitude toward giftedness (56.7%); 
(c) much enthusiasm (38.6%); and (d) creativity and innovation 
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(32.9%). It should be noted that these Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators 
choose the teacher characteristics of high intellect (3.2%), 
commitment to excellence/perfectionism (1.9%), and teacher giftedness 
(0.6%) least frequently. 
Perceptions concerning the relative importance of selected 
professional competency skills, as identified by Seeley (1979), reveal 
five skill areas of highest importance when ranked by the responding 
159 Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators. First in importance is higher 
. cognitive thinking and questioning. Second is program development for 
the gifted, and third is special curriculum development strategies. 
Fourth is curriculum modification strategies, and fifth is 
identification formats. From the viewpoint of these respondents, the 
least important professional competency skills are psycho-diagnostic 
skills, analyzing IQ tests, and understanding IQ test construction. 
It is typical for the surveyed Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators to 
perceive their appointment to TAG teaching/coordinating positions from 
a wide range of viewpoints. Over one-third of the respondents 
volunteered for their current TAG job appointments when the positions 
became available and/or were formally interviewed for the positions. 
However, approximately one-fourth of them (28.5%) were appointed 
because they were considered as some of the better teachers in their 
school districts and/or had background training in gifted education. 
It is apparent that there are a number of additional unique reasons 
for their being employed in the field of gifted education: (a) 
voluntarily helping in the initiation of a gifted program, (b) being a 
short-term substitute in a gifted classroom, (c) accepting the 
po~ition to maintain employment, or (d) having a positive family 
experience with a gifted child. 
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More than 40% of the responding TAG teachers/coordinators are 
likely to list self-fulfillment and past regular classroom experience 
with gifted children as personal reasons for becoming actively 
involved with the education of the gifted. The enjoyment and 
satisfaction gained from working with gifted students is the major 
force causing more than 80% of the respondents to remain in the field 
of gifted education. However, a substantial number of 
teachers/coordinators feel that their own personal growth (63.5%) and 
convictions (44.9%) also are contributing factors. 
Conclusions 
The summary of the findings yield, in effect, a composite picture 
of the TAG teachers/coordinators employed during the 1988/1989 school 
year in Iowa school districts receiving Allowable Growth Funding. A 
number of tentative conclusions may be drawn from an analysis of the 
descriptive data found in this study. 
First of all, the majority of surveyed Iowa TAG 
teachers/coordinators are relatively recent entrants into the field of 
gifted education. This can be seen by the fact that almost 8% possess 
6 or fewer years of classroom and/or coordinating experience in the 
field of gifted education. However, most of them are mature, 
experienced, regular classroom teachers with a wide variety of 
teaching experiences most often from rural, elementary classrooms. 
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Second, one can draw a conclusion that there is enormous 
diversity in job descriptions, as well as in assigned responsibilities 
of TAG teachers/coordinators in Iowa. While only 11 respondents (7%) 
of the teachers/coordinators indicate being coordinators exclusively, 
the remaining population surveyed list over 30 different combinations 
of duties and responsibilities. Almost 40% have an employment status 
different from the normal full-time/one district teaching position, 
and almost 25% must travel to three or more buildings in order to 
carry out their teaching/coordinating responsibilities. 
Third, the wide diversity of the TAG teacher/coordinator 
responsibilities means that the TAG teacher ought to be well-versed in 
both broad curriculum fields and in the implementation of many 
different individualized teaching and learning models to meet the 
needs of every child identified for entry into a TAG program. This, 
in turn, may infer that the TAG teacher should be given sufficient 
time to plan, guide, and measure the cognitive and affective growth of 
children with diverse gifts and talents. 
Fourth, one can conclude from this study that the role of 
coordinator brings with it several administrative duties for which 
normally prepared teachers have not had formal training. Even though 
the principal is most likely responsible for some of the 
administrative duties associated with the gifted education program, 
the coordinator shares dual responsibility in some of these areas and 
needs to be knowledgeable in order to assist in carrying out the 
duties. Without practical experience or training in these areas, the 
coordinator may be less effective in fulfilling her or his 
responsibilities. 
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Fifth, the results of this study indicate formal 
training/preparation for entry into the field of gifted education is 
not a primary prerequisite for appointment as either a TAG teacher or 
a TAG coordinator. Responses received show that only 2.5% of Iowa TAG 
teachers/coordinators hold a master of arts degree in gifted education 
or a master of arts degree with a gifted emphasis. It also shows that 
9.5% have earned undergraduate university/college credit hours in 
gifted education, and only 42.5% have earned more than 6 graduate 
university/college credit hours in gifted education. In addition, 
when responding Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators were asked to identify 
areas of gifted education in which they have no formal 
training/preparation, from 7.5% to 25.8% of the respondents indicated 
that they lack formal training/preparation in 10 areas of gifted 
education curriculum. Workshops, as opposed to more formal 
university/college courses, are the major vehicle utilized by 
approximately one-half of the responding Iowa TAG teachers/ 
coordinators for gaining knowledge and understanding in the different 
gifted education curricular areas. 
Sixth, the responses obtained in this study seem to indicate that 
formal training/preparation for entry into the field of gifted 
education does not emphasize the curriculum areas of psychology of the 
gifted, counseling of the gifted, program evaluation, and assessment 
of the gifted. Close to one-fourth (from 22% to 25.8%) of the 
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responding TAG teachers/coordinators indicate that they lack formal 
training/preparation in these four areas. These areas of least amount 
of university/college credit hours also happen to be reflected in some 
of the professional competency skill areas that Iowa TAG 
teachers/coordinators rated as lowest in importance. The strategies 
relating to theories of intelligence and IQ tests, as well as 
counseling/consultation skills and inservice skills, are the 
professional competencies responding Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators 
rated as least important. 
Seventh, the relative importance of workshops and inservice in 
the training and preparation of TAG teachers/coordinators could lead 
to the conclusion that those who teach gifted children are presented 
with diversely effective but fragmented educational strategies. They 
report that they are provided with fewer opportunities to build an 
articulated comprehensive curriculum. 
Eighth, although most of the responding teachers/coordinators are 
positive about and committed to the field of gifted education, some do 
indicate some reservations through their responses to a number of 
open-ended questions. For example, one teacher indicated stress 
leading to possible burnout. A few others indicate frustration 
because vacant talented and gifted positions were added to their 
already full teaching loads, and they had no choice as to whether they 
would accept the appointment. A third concern focused upon the 
necessity for accepting the gifted and talented appointment because no 
one else in the district would. One might conclude from these stated 
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reservations that the Iowa school standard requiring provisions for 
meeting the needs of every identified gifted child and the relatively 
small number of educators who are adequately prepared or intrinsically 
interested in gifted education are factors which may contribute to the 
problems encountered in building successful gifted programs. 
Ninth, after examining the perceptions of the responding TAG 
teachers/coordinators concerning the importance of desirable 
characteristics of the teacher of the gifted child, it can be 
concluded that a TAG teacher/coordinator in Iowa, above all, should be 
flexible, should have a positive attitude toward giftedness, and 
should possess much enthusiasm. Interestingly, these characteristics 
vary to some extent from research findings (Maker, 1975; Maker, 1982) 
which suggest that having the ability to relate well to gifted 
students, being open to change (flexibility), and being accepting or 
nonjudgmental are of most importance. Other research findings report 
that having above-average to high intelligence (Nelson & Cleland, 
1975; Clark, 1983), a high self-concept (Aspy, 1969), and an 
appreciation of giftedness (Feldhusen, 1985) are most important. 
However, the Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators who responded to this 
survey seem to disagree. They rank the characteristics of high self-
concept and high intellect as being of less importance. 
In a study conducted by Stapp (1988), Arkansas teachers employed 
in gifted education were asked to rate the importance of 
characteristics of teachers of the gifted. The results were similar 
to those of Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators' responses. In both 
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studies, having a positive attitude, flexibility, and much enthusiasm 
were rated as some of the most important characteristics, while high 
intellect was rated as one of the least important characteristics. 
Thus, it might be suggested that the TAG teachers' perceptions of 
which teacher characteristics are important tend to differ from those 
characteristics which researchers identify as important for teachers 
of the gifted to possess. 
Tenth, after examining the perceptions of responding TAG 
teachers/coordinators concerning the importance of certain 
professional competency skills, the following conclusions can be 
reached: TAG teachers/coordinators in Iowa should be competent in the 
areas of higher cognitive thinking and questioning, constructing 
identification formats, curriculum modifications strategies, special 
curriculum development strategies, and program development. These 
perceptions are very similar to a study conducted by Seeley (1979) 
where TAG teachers also rated the importance of professional 
competency skills. These results ranked the following competencies as 
most important: higher cognitive teaching and questioning, curriculum 
modifications strategies, special curriculwn development, special 
curriculum development strategies, diagnostic-prescriptive teaching 
skills, and student counseling strategies. The areas of least 
importance in the Seeley study were also areas of least importance in 
the Iowa study: understanding IQ test construction, analyzing IQ test 
protocols, psycho-educational diagnostic skills, and theories of 
intelligence. Interestingly enough, these competency areas are some 
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of those in which responding Iowa TAG teachers/coordinators have the 
least amount of educational training/preparation. 
Recommendations 
From the conclusions reached by this study, the following 
recommendations can be made: 
1. There is a need for the public school districts in Iowa to 
establish criteria concerning the employment of teachers assumed to 
work with gifted children. Because the State of Iowa mandates that 
each school district provide a comprehensive, qualitatively 
differentiated program for students identified as gifted, a teacher 
who is knowledgeable and well-prepared in the area of gifted education 
is a necessity. 
2. Formal training in gifted education should be a prerequisite 
for employment as a TAG teacher/coordinator. Just having the 
"desire" and a bachelor of arts degree are not enough, nor is the mere 
possession of necessary teacher competencies and other components of 
gifted education. At present, schools require formal training for 
employment as a teacher in special education, but this is not the case 
for those employed to provide special educational programs for the 
able learner. However, when gifted programs falter, blame sometimes 
tends to be placed on the teacher. 
3. Research shows that unprepared and untrained educators in the 
field of gifted education may not only be ineffective in their 
programs but also contributors to underachievement and negative 
attitudes (Whitmore, 1980). Most educators and researchers support 
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formal training for TAG teachers; however, at present, there is no 
state requirement in Iowa. Therefore, it is to be recommended that 
the Iowa Department of Education establish a teaching endorsement for 
the teacher/coordinator of gifted education. In addition, it is 
recommended that institutions of higher education provide additional 
opportunities to pursue the study of gifted education so that all TAG 
teachers desiring formal educational training may be better 
accommodated. 
4. It is further recommended that additional opportunities for 
formal training/preparation focus upon those areas for which the least 
amount of university/college credit hours have been earned, as 
ascertained by the information provided by this study. Such areas 
include: psychology of the gifted, counseling of the gifted, 
assessment of the gifted, and program evaluation. 
5. In Iowa, emphasis has been placed upon elementary/middle 
school gifted programs; but now a need exists to develop scope and 
sequence within gifted programs at the early childhood level and at 
the senior high school level in order to meet the state K-12 mandate 
and to build a truly articulated program. Because the majority of 
teachers employed in Iowa's gifted programs are elementary teachers, 
it is necessary for them to increase those professional competencies 
which will enable them to play effective curriculum leadership roles 
at all levels. This is also a factor for TAG teachers/coordinators 
whose primary preparation is at the secondary level. 
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6. Because most surveyed Iowa coordinators, whether TAG teachers 
or not, assume primary responsibility for duties such as schedule 
development, curriculum development, and program evaluation, it is 
recommended that they acquire formal training in the study of 
educational administration as well as gifted education. Pursuing a 
degree in educational administration with a gifted emphasis could be 
an asset for the educator who is employed as a teacher/coordinator of 
a gifted program. 
Implications for Future Research 
The information derived from this survey presents many avenues 
of related research which could be implemented. Some suggestions 
follow: 
1. If a state teaching endorsement for teachers/coordinators of 
gifted children is approved, implement a replication of this present 
study in 3 to 5 years to ascertain changes in the status and 
perceptions of teachers/coordinators of gifted programs. 
2. Devise a replicative statewide descriptive study that 
compares the findings of this study concerning Iowa TAG 
teachers/coordinators with similar teachers/coordinators across the 
United States in order to describe the professional status of all 
talented and gifted teachers/coordinators. 
3. Implement a descriptive study which examines in greater depth 
the educational backgrounds of TAG teachers in order to recommend 
those combinations of fields of study that would best prepare an 
effective teacher of gifted education. 
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4. Construct a descriptive study that examines elementary and 
secondary school administrators' perceptions concerning the 
characteristics, competencies, and educational backgrounds needed by 
teachers of gifted children. 
5. Implement a study that would seek to ascertain how the 
educational backgrounds and personal characteristics of a TAG 
teacher/coordinator influence the philosophy and type of TAG program 
established within a school district. How those programs differ 
according to the educational backgrounds of teachers of the gifted 
could also be examined. 
6. Conduct a series of studies that examine elementary and 
secondary students' perceptions of teachers of the gifted and what 
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Initial Cover Letter 
DEAR TEACHER/COORDINATOR OF GIFTED PROGRAMS: 
142 
A recent Department of Education ruling for implementing K-12 gifted 
programs in the State of Iowa is greatly increasing the nwnber of 
teachers currently working with our state's gifted children. At this 
time, there is minimal existing research that describes TAG 
teachers/coordinators in the State of Iowa. The enclosed 
questionnaire has been designed to investigate the demography of this 
group of teachers/coordinators as to their training, selection, and 
their perceptions of the personal characteristics and professional 
competencies deemed important in the area of gifted education. 
I would very much appreciate your active participation in this study 
by completing the questionnaire and returning it in the enclosed self-
stamped and addressed envelope within five days of receiving it. Your 
individual responses are considered to be confidential in nature. If 
you would like a copy of he findings, indicate so by checking the 
appropriate box at the end of the questionnaire. 
Thank you for your participation in this important study of gifted 
education. 
Sincerely, 
Janice E. Blockhus 
M.A.E. Candidate, Education of the Gifted 
University of Northern Iowa 
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Follow-up Letter 
DEAR TEACHER/COORDINATOR OF GIFTED PROGRAMS: 
About four weeks ago you were asked to participate in a demographic 
survey in regard to teachers/coordinators of the gifted. 
Unfortunately, I have not received completed surveys from all 
designated teachers/coordinators of th gifted. A high proportion of 
responses is needed as soon as possible in order to draw meaningful 
conclusions concerning the population of Iowa G/T teachers/ 
coordinators of which you are part. 
A copy of the survey is enclosed, together with a stamped addressed 
envelope. Your responses will be kept confidential. Thank you so 
much for your cooperation. 
Sincerely, 
Janice E. Blockhus 
M.A.E. Candidate, Education of the Gifted 
University of Northern Iowa 
Appendix B 
Questionnaire 
A DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF IOWA TAG TEACHERS/COORDINATORS IN 1989 
(I) RESEARCH REPEATEDLY STRESSES THE IMPORTANCE OF THE TEACHER OF THE 
GIFTED POPULATION. IN ORDER TO COMPILE A CLEARER PICTURE OF WHO 
THE IOWA TEACHERS OF GIFTED REALLY ARE, PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING 
QUESTIONS IN RELATIONSHIP TO YOUR PRESENT FOS ITION AS TAG 
TEACHER/COOPnINATOR. 
1. Which one of the following statements best des:ribes your 
present position title? (CIRCLE THE APPF.OPRIATE lJUMBER) 
1----------------Coordinator of a gifted program only 
2----------------Coordinator and teacher i~ a ~ifted program 
3----------------Coordinator and teacher in a gifted program plus 
teacher in the regular classr8crr1. Describe your 
regular classroom position: 
4----------------TAG classroom teacher only (Please specify) 
5----------------TAG teacher and regular cJassroom teacher 
6----------------Other: 
DEMOGRAPHY (CHECK THE APPROPRIATE ANSWERS FOR f2 - #7) 
2. Sex: (1) Male; (2) Female 
3. Age: (1) 20-25 (2) 26-29 (3) 30-39 (4) t0-49 (5) 50+ 
4. District Enrollment: (1) 99 or less; (2) ]00-299; 
(3) 300-499; (4) 50N99; (5) 700~99; (6) 800 & over 
5. Term that best describes your school district's location: 
(1) Inner city; (2) Urban; (3) Suburban; (4) Rural 
6. Total years of teaching experience (any area), this year included: 
(1) 1-3; (2) 4-8; (3) 10-15; (4) 16-25; (5) OVER 25 
7. Number of years employed as a teacher/coordinator of a gifted 
program, this year included: 
(1) 1-3; (2) 4-6; (3) 7-9; (4) 10 or more 
8. Which of the following statements best describes the professional 
assignment you currently hold? (CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE NUMBER) 
Employment status: 
1) One district/full time 
2) One district/half-time. 
3) Shared by 2" districts. 
4) Shared by 3 districts. 
5) Other: 
-, p_l_e_a_s_e_i_' d-e-_ n_t_i_f_y_)_ 
Number of buildings in which I work 
and must trave°L to daily/weekly 
1 - - - - - 2 - - - - - 3 -- - - -4 - - - 5 - - - - - 6 -- - - - 7 
1-----2---- 3 ----4-----5-----6-----7 
1-----2-----3-----4-----5 ----6-----7 
1 - - - - - 2 - - - - - 3 - - - -- - 4 - - - - - 5- - - - - 6 - - - - - 7 
1-----2-----3-----4-----5-----6-----7 
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1 . Circle ':.h number that best d0scribes the tyr-c of teaching pri~iti,,n 
you held efore being appointed as coordinator of the gifted. 
1------Th s is my first teaching position. 
2------I was employed as a TAG teacher in another school district. 
3------I taught in a self-contained regular pre-school classroom. 
4------I taught in a self-contained regular elementary classroom. 
5------I taught in a departmentalized regular elementary classroom. 
6------I taught in a middle school/junior high classroom. 
7------I taught in a high school classroom. 
8------I was an art teacher. 
)------I was a music teacher. 
10------I was a school media specialist 
11------other: ____ (_p_l_e_a_s_e--,-i.....,d_e_n_t-c-i_f_y_) ________ _ 
10. Trtal number of identified gifted students assigned to you: 
(CHF:CK THE APPROPRIATE ANSWER) 
(1) 1-15; (2) 16-25; (3) 26-35; (4) 36-4''); (5) Over 45 
11. Srade l 0 vel(s) your school district's gifted prog~am serves at the 
prese:1t t ir.ie: (Cl-JECK TflE APPROPRIATE ANSWERS.) 
(1) K-2; (2) 3-6; (3) 7-8; 14) 9-12 
**If you perform the duties of a program coordinator, answer 
questions 12 & 13. If you ARE NOT A PROGRAM COOPJHNATOR, GO ON TO 
7uestion 14. 
1). ~hich of the characteristics listed below b~st describes each 
teacher who works under your direction? 
(A) !='ossess an M.A. in Gifted F:ducation; (El) Possess an M.A. in 
another content area; (C) Have 1-5 years teaching experience; 
(D) Have more than 5 years teaching experience; (E) Have 1-6 
college/university semester credit hours in gifted education; 
IF) I-lave more than 6 college/university semester credit hours in 
gifted education (CIRCLE Tl-lE APPROPRIATE NUMBERS) 
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) 
MA MA 1-5 More 1-6 More 

























1----------2--------3--------4 --------5-------- --6 
11. Which of the following administrative duties are your sole respon-
sibility; which are your principal's responsibility; and which are 
shar':'d j0intly by you and your principal? (CIRCLE) Shared 
Coordinator Principal Jointly 
Surervision of TAG teachers 
Evaluat1cn of TAG tnachers 
1-------------2------------l 
1 ----2------------J 
1 ---- -- -· ·2----- -SudJet r Lrnn i no 
r~01:nlnr1c0nt of Scheri1Jles 
rurriculum Development 
Frcgra~ Evaluation 
1--· -2- ----· J 
1------ --- - ···-2---------- -- 3 
1-------------2-------- · J 
14. Research suggests that the teacher/coordinator of the gifted may 
take on many different roles. Rate the following roles according 
to their relative importance to you as a teacher/coordinator of the 
gifted. (CIRCLE) Very Of Little Of No 
Important Important Importance Importance 
1) Administrator/Coordinator 1-- -- -- --- -2- - - -- -- - - - -3-- - - - - - -- - - -4 
2) Counselor 1----------2-----------3------------4 
3) Corrrnunica tor 1- ---- -- - - -2- - - -- ---- --3--- - -- - - - - - - -4 
4) Facilitator 1----------2-----------3------------4 
5) Futurist 1----------2------------3------------4 
6) Role Model 1----------2-----------3------------4 
7) Teacher l----------2-----------3------------4 
(II) THE PURPOSE OF THIS SECTION IS TO HELP DETEPJ·1U!E THE BACKGROUND 
nm TRAINING OF TEACHERS/COORDINATORS OF GIFTED EDUCATION IN THE 
STATE OF IOWA. 
15. For which of the following areas and grade levels do you presently 
hold an Iowa endorsement? (CIRCLE THE AFPRCPR 1 l\TE NUMBERS) 
Field of Study 
iY Reading- -
2) English/Language Arts 
3) Sreech Comrnunicat ion/Theater 
4) Science ( any area) 






11) Home Economics 
12) Industrial Arts 




16) Special Education 
17) General Early Childhood 
18) General Elementary 
19) Counselor 
20) Reading Specialist 




PK-K K-6 K 9 7-12 K-12 
1------2- ·--· 3-----4------5 






1 - -- - - - - 2 - -- - 3 - - - - - 4 - - - - - - 5 







PK-K K-6 K-9 7-12 K-12 
1------2-----3-----4------5 
1------2-----3-----4------5 





16. What is the total number of college/university semester hours of 
credit have you earned in the area of gifted edii~~Ei~~J 
(CIPCLE THE APPROPRIATE NUMBERS) 
number of semester hours 
Type of credit 
11 Und~i~i~du~~~-
21 Graduate 
no credit 1-3 3-6 7-9 10-12 over l? 
1 - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - 3 - - · - - - 4 - - - - - -- 5 -· - - - - - - 6 
1-------2------3--- · --4-------5 ------6 
l 7. Which type of graduate ciegree(s) have you completed. 
(CHECK THE APFROPRil\ TE NUMBERS) 
1) I have not completed a graduate degrE:"'P. 
2) M. A. or f.mphasis in Gifted Education 
3) M. A. ln other subject area 














From your personal viewpoint, how importi3nt 
the gifted to earn semester hour credits in 
(CHECK THE APPROPRIATE NUMBER) 
is it for a terJcher of 
gifted education? 
1) very important 2) irrportant 
3)--of little importance 4) of no importance 
From your personal viewpoint, how import;rnt is i.t for a teacher of 
the gifted to earn a graduate degree in gifted ~!clucation? 
(CHECK THE APPROPRIATE NUMBER) 
1) very important 




of no importance 
As a teacher/coordinator of gifted education, in which of the 
following areas of gifted education have you received some type of 
training/preparation? For the areas in which you have received 
training, circle the number that indicates the method by which you 
acquired it. (CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE NUMBERS) t:; 
Area 
Introduction to Gifted Education 
Psychology of Gifted Children 
Counseling of Gifted Children 
Curriculum Development for 
Gifted Children 
Teaching Strategies and Methods 
for the Gifted 
Frogram Development for the Gifted 
Frogram Evaluation for the Gifted 
Identification of Gifted Children 
Assessment of Gifted Children 









(III) RESEARCH HAS ATTEMPTED TO IDENTIFY THE KEY FEATURES OF SUCCESS-
FUL PROGRAMS FOR THE GIFTED. ACCORDING TO THE RATING OF EX-
PERTS, THE SELECTION, IN ADDITION TO THE TRAINING OF THE GIFTED 
TEACHER, IS A VERY IMPORTANT FEATURE OF A SUCCESSFUL PROGRAM. 
21. Which of the following statements describe your present appoint-
ment as a teacher/coordinator of gifted students. 
(CIRCLE ALL NUMBERS WHICH ARE APPROPRIATE) 
1----I volunteered to apply for the position when the job became 
available. 
2---~r was asked to become the TAG coordinator partly because I am 
considered one of our district's better teachers. 
3----In order to maintain employment with the district, I had to 
accept the position of TAG coordinator. 
4----I was appointed after going through a standard interview 
process with school personnel. 
5----I was appointed because of my background training in gifted 
education. 





'.'2. Circle the appropriate numbers that best descr i b•2 your reasons 
for becoming involved in gifted education. 
1--------------------College coursework in gi~ted education 
2--------------------Requested placement when a job became 
available 
3--------------------Experiences with gifted children in a 
regular classroom setting 
4--------------------Self-fulfillment and/c,r personal growth 
5--------------------Family experience with a gifted child 
6--------------------No choice; required to maintain employment 
7--------------------0ther: 
(please specify) 
23. Circle the nu~bers that best describe what keeps you 
within your present career1nvolving gifted education. 
1--------------------I enjoy the students 


















RESEARCH SUGGESTS THAT THERE ARE NUMEROUS PERSONAL 
CHARACTERISTICS WHICH TEACHERS OF THE GIFTED SHOULD 
POSSESS. 
Rate each of the following according to your perception of its 
relative importance as a characteristic of a teacher of gifted 
children. (CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE NUMBERS) 




important important importance importance 
1----------2---------3----------4 
1----------2---------3----------4 
openness to new ideas 
High general intellec-
tual ability 






toward gifted children 
Your own giftedness 
Desire to learn 
(life-long learner) 














*If you were to list the three most important personal 
characteristics for a teacher/coordinator of the gifted to 
possess, what would they be? (WRITE THE NUMBERS OF YOUR 
SELECTED ANSWERS IN THE BOXES BELOW.) 

























RESEARCH STUDIES HAVE IDENTIFIED PROFESSIONl\L CCMPETENCIES TEl\CHERS 
OF THE GIFTED SHOULD DEMONSTRATE BEFORE BEIN'.; ,\SSIGNED TO THE TAG 
CLASSROOM. 
Rate each of the following professional skills accord-
ing to its importance as a required competency for the teacher/ 
coordinator of gifted education. (CIRCLE TFE l\FPROPRIATE NUMBERS) 
Student counseling strategies 
Parent counseling strategies 
Career education for 
gifted/talented children 
Group process skills 
Consultation skills 
In-service skills 
Theories of intelligence 
Understanding IQ test 
construction 
Analyzing IQ test protocols 
Psycho-educational 
diagnostic skills 
Using and interpreting 
creativity tests 
Using and interpreting 





very of little of no 
imp or- impor- impor-















Special curriculum development 
strategies 1----------2-----------3-----------4 
Higher cognitive teaching 
and questioning 
Program evaluation skills 
Program development skills 
Community relations skills 
Diagnostic prescriptive 
teaching skills 







THIS COMPLETES THE SURVEY. Information gathered for this study 
will enable you to compare your status and perceptions concerning gifted 
education with other TAG teachers in the State of Iowa. If you wish 
to receive a copy of this survey's results, indicate this by placinq a 
check in this box: D 
PLEASE RETURN THE COMPLETED SURVEY IN THE ENCLOSED ENVELOPE WHICH 
HAS BEEN STAMPF.D AND ADDRESSED FOR YOUR CONVENIF:NCE. 
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Appendix C 
Contact Schools With Gifted Programs 
Subsidized with Allowable Growth Funding 
Ackley-Geneva Community 
State Street 
Ackley, IA 50601 
Akron Westfield 
Kerr Drive 
Akron, IA 51001 
Alburnett Community 
Alburnett, IA 52205 
Allison-Bristow Comm 
513 Birch 
Allison, IA 50602 
Amana Community School 
Box 70 
Middle, IA 52307 
Anamosa Community School 
S Garnavillo Street 
Anamosa, IA 52205 
Atlantic Community 
1100 Linn Street 
Atlantic, IA 50022 
Beaman-Conrad-Liscomb 
Conrad, IA 50621 
Belle Plaine Community 
16th Street 
Belle Plaine, IA 52208 
Benton Community School 
Van Horne, IA 52346 
Boone Community School 
500 Seventh Street 
Boone, IA 50036 
Adel-DeSoto Community 
801 S 8th 
Adel, IA 50003 
Albert City-Truesdale 
Box 98 
Albert City, IA 50501 
Algona Community School 
200 N Phillips 
Algona, IA 50511 
Alta Community School 
101 West Fifth 
Alta, IA 51002 
Ames Community School 
120 South Kellogg 
Ames, IA 50010 
Ankeny Community School 
306 SW School Street 
Ankeny, IA 50021 
Baxter Community School 
Box 189 202 E State 
Baxter, IA 50028 
Bedford Community School 
1103 Illinois 
Bedford, IA 50833 
Belmond Community 
411 10th Ave NE 
Belmond, IA 50421 
Bettendorf Community 
3311 Central Ave 
Bettendorf, IA 52722 
Brooklyn-Guernsey-Malcom 
Brooklyn, IA 52211 
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Buffalo Center-Rake 
111 3rd Avenue SW 
Buffalo Center, IA 50424 
Burt Community School 
406 Bush 
Burt, IA 50522 
Camanche Community 
702 13th Ave 
Camanche, IA 52730 
Carson-Macedonia Comm 
410 Pleasant Street 
Carson, IA 51525 
Cedar Rapids Community 
346 2nd Ave SW 
Cedar Rapids, IA 52404 
Center Point Cons 
102 Trader 
Center Point, IA 52213 
Central Clinton Comm 
924 3rd Ave East 
De Witt, IA 52742 
Central Lyon Community 
1105 South Story 
Rock Rapids, IA 51246 
Charles City Community 
500 N Grand Ave 
Charles City, IA 50616 
Clarion Community School 
3rd Ave NE 
Clarion, IA 50526 
Clear Creek Community 
Oxford, IA 52322 
Clinton Community School 
600 South 4th Street 
Clinton, IA 52732 
Burlington Community 
1429 West Ave 
Burlington, IA 52601 
Cal Community School 
Latimer, IA 50452 
Carlisle Community 
430 School Street 
Carlisle, IA 50047 
Cedar Falls Community 
1002 West First Street 
Cedar Falls, IA 50613 
Cedar Valley Community 
R R 1 
Farnhamville, IA 50538 
Central Lee Community 
Donnellson, IA 52625 
Central City Community 
Box 340 
Central City, IA 52214 
Central Webster Comm 
Burnside, IA 50521 
Cherokee Community 
207 North Second Street 
Cherokee, IA 51012 
Clarksville Community 
Box 689 
Clarksville, IA 50619 
Clear Lake Community 
125 N 20th Street 
Clear Lake, IA 50428 
Colfax-Mingo Community 
Colfax, IA 50054 
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College Community School 
401 76th Avenue SW 
Cedar Rapids, IA 52401 
Columbus Community 
1004 Colton Street 
Columbus Jct., IA 52738 
Corning Community School 
904 Eighth Street 
Corning, IA 50841 
Danville Community 
415 South Main 
Danville, IA 52623 
Davis County Community 
102 South High Street 
Bloomfield, IA 52537 
Denison Community School 
North 16th St 
Denison, IA 51442 
Dike Community School 
330 Main Street 
Dike, IA 50624 
Dubuque Community School 
2300 Chaney 
Dubuque, IA 52001 
Durant Community School 
408 7th Street 
Durant, IA 52747 
Earlham Community School 
Earlham, IA 50072 
East Central Community 
Box 367 
Miles, IA 52064 
Eastern Allamakee Comm 
Lansing, IA 52151 
Elk Horn-Kimballton 
Elk Horn, IA 51531 
Collins-Maxwell Comm 
PO Box 207 
Maxwell, IA 50161 
Coon Rapids-Bayard 
Box 297 
905 North Street 
Coon Rapids, IA 50058 
Creston Community School 
619 N Maple St 
Creston, IA 50801 
Davenport Community 
1001 Harrison St 
Davenport, IA 52803 
Dayton Community School 
Box 26 
Dayton, IA 50530 
Des Moines Independent 
1800 Grand Ave 
Des Moines, IA 50307 
Dows Community School 
Dows, IA 50071 
Dumont Community School 
Box 425 
Dumont, IA 50625 
Dysart-Geneseo Community 
505 West 
Dysart, IA 52224 
East Buchanan Community 
Winthrop, IA 50682 
East Greene Community 
Box 377 
Grand Junction, IA 50107 
Eddyville Community 
Eddyville, IA 52553 
Essex Community School 
Box 299 111 Forbes St 
Essex, IA 51638 
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Estherville Community 
301 N 6th Street 
Estherville, IA 51334 
Fairfield Community 
East Broadway 
Fairfield, IA 52556 
Forest City Community 
810 West K Street 
Forest City, IA 50436 
Fort Madison Community 
20th & Ave M 
Fort Madison, IA 52627 
Galva-Holstein Community 
207 Lubeck Street 
Holstein, IA 51025 
Garwin Community School 
Garwin, IA 50632 
Gilmore City-Bradgate 
Gilmore City, IA 50541 
Glenwood Community 
116 S Walnut 
Glenwood, IA 51534 
Grand Community School 
Boxholm, IA 50040 
Grinnell-Newberg Comm 
927 4th Avenue 
Grinnell, IA 50112 
H-L-V Community 
PO Box B 
Victor, IA 52347 
Harris-Lake Park Comm 
Lake Park, IA 51347 
Hinton Community School 
Hinton, IA 51024 
Everly Community School 
Box 218 
Everly, IA 51338 
Farragut Community 
Box 36 
Farragut, IA 51639 
Fort Dodge Community 
330 1st Ave North 
Fort Dodge, IA 50501 
Fredericksburg Community 
East Main Street 
Fredericksburg, IA 50630 
Garner-Hayfield Community 
605 Lyons 
Garner, IA 50438 
·Gilbert Community School 
103 Mathews Drive 
Gilbert, IA 50105 
Gladbrook Community 
Gladbrook, IA 50635 
Glidden-Ralston Community 
Box B 
Glidden, IA 51443 
Greene Community School 
208 North 4th Street 
Greene, IA 50636 
Grundy Center Community 
1301 12th Street 
Grundy Center, IA 50638 
Harlan Community School 
2102 Durant 
Harlan, IA 51537 
Havelock-Plover Comm 
Havelock, IA 50546 
Howard-Winneshiek Comm 
1000 Schroder Drive 
Cresco, IA 52136 
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Hubbard Community 
Hubbard, IA 50122 
Iowa City Community 
509 S. Dubuque Street 
Iowa City, IA 52240 
Iowa Valley Community 
359 East Hilton St 
Marengo, IA 52301 
Johnston Community 
PO Box 10 
Johnston, IA 50131 
Keokuk Community School 
Box 128 
Keokuk, IA 52632 
Knoxville Community 
108 S Fremont 
Knoxville, IA 50138 
Lake Mills Community 
102 S 4th Ave E 
Lake Mills, IA 50450 
Laurens-Marathon Comm 
Laurens, IA 50554 
Lenox Community School 
600 Soth Locust 
Lenox, IA 50851 
Lincoln Central Comm 
Box 717 
Gruver, IA 51344 
Lisbon Community 
Box 839 235 W School 
Lisbon, IA 52253 
Lone Tree Community 
303 South Devoes Street 
Lone Tree, IA 52755 
Lynnville-Sully Comm 
Sully, IA 50251 
Hudson Community School 
245 South Washington 
Hudson, IA 50643 
Iowa Falls Community 
PO Box 670 
Iowa Falls, 50126 
Jefferson Community 
Madison Ave and Elm 
Jefferson, IA 50129 
Kanawha Community School 
Kanawha, IA 50447 
Klemme Community School 
Klemme, IA 50449 
Lake City Community 
709 W Main Street 
Lake City, IA 51449 
Lake View-Auburn Comm 
Box 1027 
Lake View, IA 51450 
L D F Community School 
Highway 30 
Le Grand, IA 50142 
Lewis Central Community 
1600 ES Omaha Brdge Rd 
Council Bluffs, IA 51501 
Linn-Mar Community 
3333 North 10th St 
Marion, IA 52302 
Lohrville Community 
Lohrville, IA 51453 
Lu Verne Community 
Lu Verne, IA 50560 
Lytton Community School 
Lytton, IA 50561 
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Malvern Community School 
RR 2 Box 21 
Malvern, IA 51551 
Manson Community School 
1227 16th Street 
Manson, IA 50563 
Marshalltown Community 
317 Columbus Drive 
Marshalltown, IA 50158 
Mid-Prairie Community 
Highway 22 
Wellman, IA 52356 
M-F-L Community 
Monona, Iowa 52159 
Montezuma Community 
504 N 4th Street 
Montezuma, IA 50171 
Morning Sun Community 
PO Box 129 
Morning Sun, IA 52640 
Mount Vernon Community 
525 Palisades Road 
Mount Vernon, IA 52314 
Nashua Community School 
612 Greeley Street 
Nashua, IA 50658 
New London Community 
Wilson Street 
New London, IA 52645 
Northeast Community 
Goose Lake, IA 52750 
North Mahaska Community 
New Sharon, IA 50207 
North Kossuth Community 
Swea City, IA 50590 
Manning Community School 
Manning, IA 51455 
Marcus Community School 
East Fenton Street 
Marcus, IA 51035 
Mason City Community 
1515 S Pennsylvania Ave 
Mason City, Iowa 50401 
Missouri Valley Comm 
711 E Superior 
Missouri Valley, IA 51555 
Monroe Community School 
Monroe, IA 50170 
Monticello Community 
615 N Gill Street 
Monticello, IA 52310 
Mount Pleasant Community 
801 East Henry 
Mount Pleasant, IA 52641 
Muscatine Community 
1403 Park Avenue 
Muscatine, IA 52761 
Newell-Providence 
205 Clark Street 
Newell, IA 50568 
Nishna Valley Community 
Northeast Community 
Hastings, IA 51540 
North Fayette Community 
105 E Main 
West Union, IA 52175 
North Linn Community 
Coggon, IA 52218 
North Scott Community 
251 E Iowa Street 
Eldridge, IA 52748 
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North Tama County Comm 
605 Walnut 
Traer, IA 50675 
Northwood-Kensett Comm 
Box 164 
Northwood, IA 50459 
Oakland Community 
501 Oakland Ave 
Oakland, IA 51560 
Orient-Macksburg Comm 
Orient, IA 50858 
Oskaloosa Community 
A Ave E & N Market St 
Oskaloosa, IA 52577 
Panora-Linden Community 
Box 39 




Paullina, IA 51046 
Pella Community School 
East 210 University St 
Pella, IA 50219 
Plainfield Community 
Box 38 
Plainfield, IA 50666 
Pocahontas Community 
201 First Ave SW 
Pocahontas, IA 50574 
Postville Community 
312 West Post 
Postville, IA 52162 
Prairie Community School 
1005 Riddle Street 
Gowrie, IA 50543 
Northwest Webster Comm 
Barnum, IA 50518 
Norwalk Community School 
1201 North Avenue 
Norwalk, IA 50211 
Odebolt-Arthur Comm 
600 Maple 
Odebolt, IA 51458 
Osage Community School 
7th and Sawyer Drive 
Osage, IA 50461 
Palmer Consolidated 
Palmer, IA 50571 
Paton-Churdan Community 
Churdan, IA 50050 
Pekin Community School 
Packwood, IA 52580 
Perry Community School 
3rd & Warford St 
Perry, IA 50220 
Pleasant Valley Comm 
Belmont Road Box 38 
Pleasant Valley, IA 52767 
Pomeroy Community School 
202 East Harrison Street 
Pomeroy, IA 50575 
Prairie City Community 
405 Plainsmen Rd 
Prairie City, IA 50228 
Preston Community School 
Preston, IA 52069 
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Radcliffe Community School 
Radcliffe, IA 50230 
Reinbeck Community School 
Reinbeck, IA 50669 
Sac Community School 
S 16th Street 
Sac City, IA 50583 
Semco Community School 
Gilman, IA 50106 
Sheffield-Chapin Community 
Sheffield, IA 50475 
Shellsburg Community 
203 Cottage Street 
Shellsburg, IA 52332 
Sidney Community School 
Sidney, IA 51652 
Sioux Rapids-Rembrandt 
505 Elm Street 
Sioux Rapids, IA 50585 
South Tama County Comm 
1702 Harding Street 
Tama, IA 52339 
Spirit Lake Community 
2000 Hill Ave 
Storm Lake Community 
419 Lake Ave 
Storm Lake, IA 50588 
Stuart-Menlo Community 
North Second & Main 
Stuart, IA 50250 
Terril Community School 
Terril, IA 51364 
Red Oak Community 
408 Coolbaugh St 
Red Oak, IA 51566 
Rockwell City Community 
West Tonawanda Street 
Rockwell City, IA 50579 
Saydel Consolidated 
5401 NW Second Ave 
Des Moines, IA 50313 
Sentral Community School 
Fenton, IA 50539 
Sheldon Community School 
1700 Fourth Street 
Sheldon, IA 51201 
Shenandoah Community 
W Nishna Road 
Shenandoah, IA 51601 
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Sioux Center Community School 
550 9th Street NE 
Sioux Center, IA 51250 
South Clay Community 
Gillett Grove, IA 51341 
Spencer Community School 
800 East 3rd Street 
Spencer, IA 51301 
Steamboat Rock Community 
Steamboat Rock, IA 50672 
Stratford Community 
Stratford, IA 50249 
Sutherland Community 
Sutherland, IA 51058 
Thompson Community 
Thompson, IA 50478 
Titonka Consolidated 
Box 287 
Titonka, IA 50480 
Underwood Community 
Box 130 
Underwood, IA 51576 
Urbandale Community 
7101 Airline Ave 
Urbandale, IA 50322 
Van Buren Community 
Stockport Elementary 
Stockport, IA 52651 
Waco Community School 
Main Street 
Wayland, IA 52654 
Walnut Community School 
Walnut, IA 51577 
Washington Community 
404 West Main Street 
Washington, IA 52353 
Waverly-Shell Rock Community 
215 Third Street NW 
Waverly, IA 50677 
Wellsburg Community School 
609 S Monroe 
Wellsburg, IA 50680 
West Burlington Independent 
408 Van Weiss Blvd. 
West Burlington, IA 
West Delaware County 
601 New Street 
Manchester, IA 52057 
52655 
West Liberty Community 
823 North Elm Street 
West Liberty, IA 52776 
Tri-Center Community 
Neola, IA 51559 
United Community School 
RR 1 
Boone, IA 50036 
Valley Community School 
Elgin, IA 52141 
Vinton Community School 
810 W 9th Street 
Vinton, IA 52349 
Wall Lake Community 
206 Boyer Street 
Wall Lake, IA 51466 
Wapello Community School 
455 N Cedar 
Wapello, IA 52653 
Waterloo Community 
1516 Washington Street 
Waterloo, IA 50702 
Webster City Community 
304 Prospect Street 
Webster City, IA 50595 
West Branch Community 
Box 637 
West Branch, IA 52358 
West Cenral Community 
Maynard, IA 50655 
West Des Moines Comm 
1101 5th Street 
West Des Moines, IA 50265 
West Marshall Community 
State Center, IA 50247 
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West Monona Community 
1314 15th Street 
Onawa, IA 51040 
Westwood Community 
Sloan, IA 51055 
Willow Community School 
Washta, IA 51061 
Winterset Community 
302 West South 
Woodard-Granger Community 
West 3rd Street 
Woodward, IA 50276 
West Sioux Community 
1300-1400 Ave P 
Hawarden, IA 51023 
Williamsburg Community 
810 W Walnut 
Williamsburg, IA 52361 
Wilton Community School 
304 Cedar 
Wilton, IA 52778 
Woden-Crystal Lake Comm 
Box 135 
Woden, IA 50484 
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